ILLUSTRATION ON COVER:

Prayer by Marcus.
Silkscreen print with forms created out of Hebrew letters.
LESLIE ABRAMSON, in Memory of
   Helen Blumer, mother
DR. AUSTIN ABRAMSON, in Memory of
   Irwin Abramson, father
   Rose Salamon, grandmother
   Lazaras Salamon, grandfather
   Frieda Baum, aunt
   Louis Baum, uncle
CAROL ACHENBAUM, in Memory of
   William Oliver, father
   George Mitchel, stepfather
WILLIAM ACHENBAUM, in Memory of
   Etta Achenbaum, mother
   Isidore Achenbaum, father
BARBARA ACKERMAN, in Memory of
   May Dichter, mother
   Max Dichter, father
   Stanley Jack Dichter, brother
   Arlyne Dichter, sister-in-law
JEROME ACKERMAN, in Memory of
   Rose Ackerman, mother
   Max Ackerman, father
   Jack Ackerman, brother
   Ethel Ackerman, sister-in-law
LINDA ACKERMAN, in Memory of
   Rose Cook, mother
   Philip Cook, father
   Bessie Miller Silinsky, grandmother
   Morris Silinsky, grandfather
   Esther Cook Weiner, aunt
   Bernard Silinsky, uncle
   Jacqui Morganstern, cousin
WILLIAM ACKERMAN, in Memory of
   Beatrice Ackerman, mother
   Sidney Ackerman, father
   Skip Ackerman, brother
   Rebecca Mendelsohn, grandmother
   Nathan Mendelsohn, grandfather
RUTH ADISE, in Memory of
   Herbert Adise, husband
   Mark Adise, son
   Ida Levy, mother
   Samuel Levy, father
   Sadie Cohen, mother-in-law
   Isidore Cohen, father-in-law

A

LORRAINE SOSNOW AARON, in Memory of
   Irving Aaron, husband
   Kate Sosnow, mother
   Morris Sosnow, father
   Dora Aaron, mother-in-law
   Max Aaron, father-in-law
   Beth Aaron Williams, sister-in-law
DR. MAHVASH ABITBOL, in Memory of
   Mouluk Rafii, mother
   Yehuda Rafii, father
DANIEL M. ABITBOL, in Memory of
   Simy Abitbol, mother
   Jacob R. Abitbol, father
   Jacqueline Abitbol Merker, sister
   Zahra Abitbol, grandmother
   Messod Abitbol, grandfather
DR. MAURICE M. ABITBOL, in Memory of
   Jacqueline Abitbol, wife
   Freha Abitbol, mother
   Abraham Abitbol, father
   Reina Obadia Maman, mother-in-law
   Isaac Maman, father-in-law
GEORGE ABRAHAMS, in Memory of
   Myrna Abrahams, wife
   Olga Abrahams, mother
   Herbert Abrahams, father
   Arthur Abrahams, brother
   Katie Goodman, mother-in-law
   Sam Goodman, father-in-law
SUSAN ABRAHAMS, in Memory of
   Toby Feuer, mother
   Charles Feuer, father
   Sandy Folz, sister
DR. JOEL ABRAHAMS, in Memory of
   Rose Abrahams, mother
   Irving Abrahams, father
LINDA ABRAMS, in Memory of
   Dorothy Stern, mother
   Benjamin Stern, father
LEONARD B. ABRAMS, in Memory of
   Betty Abrams, mother
   Sidney J. Abrams, father
   Lynn Barfield, sister
CAROLE AND ARTHUR ANDERMAN, in Memory of
Rose Danzig, friend
Morris Danzig, friend
Carey Pek, niece
CAROLE ANDERMAN, in Memory of
Frances Bellak, mother
Meyer Bonuck, father
ARTHUR ANDERMAN, in Memory of
Mae Anderman, mother
Max Anderman, father
Hannah Anderman, grandmother
Haskel Anderman, grandfather
Ida Eckstat, grandmother
Meyer Eckstat, grandfather
ROYA ANVARI, in Memory of
Nahideh Rahimi, mother
Aharon Nasserri, father
JOSEPH ARABIAN, in Memory of
Abraham Arabian, father
IRENE ASHERY, in Memory of
Anna Berman, mother
Louis I. Berman, father
Lillian Berman, sister
KAREN ASHKENASE, in Memory of
Edith Altman, mother
Abraham Altman, father
Ronni Cintron, sister
DONALD ASHKENASE, in Memory of
Sylvia Ashkenase, mother
Arthur Ashkenase, father
Cecile Phillips, aunt
Lester Phillips, uncle
JOSEPH ATARIEN, in Memory of
Victoria Fourrattarian, mother
Aziz Fourrattarian, father
SIMMY-LOU ATKINS, in Memory of
Blanche Dubofsky Berman, mother
Nat Dubofsky, father
Robert Louis Dubofsky, brother
Dr. A.I. Bernhak, uncle
Rudy Burns, aunt
Henry Burns, uncle
DR. BARBARA HIRSCH, in Memory of
Florence Hirsch, mother
Jerry Hirsch, father
Edith Schafer, aunt
Shirley Cohen, aunt
Carl Abramson, uncle
Saul Abramson, uncle
Irene Dressner, aunt
Sam Dressner, uncle
DR. STEVEN ATLAS, in Memory of
Lillian Weinberger Atlas, mother
Louis Atlas, father
Adele Weinberger, aunt
IRIS ADLER, in Memory of
Ruth Levy, mother
George Levy, father
Anna Meyerowitz, aunt
Jack Meyerowitz, uncle
Ina Diane Meyerowitz, cousin
DR. CHARLES ADLER, in Memory of
Anna Adler, mother
Joe Adler, father
Murray Adler, brother
Shirley Levine, sister
Bella Adler, sister-in-law
Sidney Levine, brother-in-law
Brian Levine, nephew
CLARA ADLER, in Memory of
Nathan Adler, husband
Regina Friedman Kremsdorf, mother
Isidore Friedman, father
Rose Hoftner, sister
Samuel Friedman, brother
Varda Adler, niece
Esther Adler, mother-in-law
Abraham Adler, father-in-law
Anna Alster Shapiro, sister-in-law
Steve Adler, brother-in-law
James Adler, brother-in-law
Mark Adler, brother-in-law
ROBERT S. AIZER, in Memory of
Aviva Aizer, mother
Edward Aizer, father
Donald Aizer, brother
Shoula Aizer, aunt
Naim Aizer, uncle
Alana Aizer, cousin
REGINA AJODAN, in Memory of
Maurice Nourollah Tizabi, father
NANCY ALANI, in Memory of
Abraham Masry, father
Edmond Masri, brother
Rosa Salih Tawfik, grandmother
David Tawfik, grandfather
Rivka Tveig Salih, great-grandmother
MANNY ALANI, in Memory of
Salima Yacov Alani, mother
Abraham Menachem Alani, father
DR. DAVID ALBERT, in Memory of
Oscar Albert, father
Herman Jezower, uncle
DR. SCOTT ALBIN, in Memory of
Ceil Weinstein, grandmother
DAVID AMINZADEH, in Memory of
Javaher Aminzadeh, grandmother
AMY DAVID, in Memory of
Pearl (Billie) Charney, mother
Irving Charney, father
ROBERT BEINER, in Memory of
Judy Beiner, wife
KAREN BELFER, in Memory of
Owen Bernstein, father
ANDREW BELFER, in Memory of
James H. Belfer, brother
GRACE BELFER, in Memory of
Harry J. Belfer, husband
Rose Freedman, mother
Sam Freedman, father
Isidore Freedman, brother
A. Hyman Freedman, brother
Maurice Raymond, friend
ELINOR AND NORMAN C. BELFER, in Memory of
James H. Belfer, son
ELINOR BELFER, in Memory of
Lillian Renfield, mother
Manuel H. Renfield, father
NORMAN C. BELFER, in Memory of
Hinda Belfer, mother
Benjamin Belfer, father
Maurice Belfer, brother
Arthur B. Belfer, brother
Bluma Wellner, sister
Mindla Finkelstein, sister
Sheindel Belfer, sister
Chaya Belfer, sister
ITZHAK BEN-HAYUN, in Memory of
David Ben-Hayun, father
THELMA BENJAMIN, in Memory of
Mitchell Benjamin, husband
Ada Mass, mother
Benjamin Mass, father
Leonard Z. Mass, brother
Tessie Benjamin, mother-in-law
George J. Benjamin, father-in-law
Sarah Tannenbaum, sister-in-law
Naomi Reisberg, sister-in-law
Barbara Langer, sister-in-law
JUDITH AXELROD, in Memory of
Rebecca Zimmermann, mother
Rabbi Dr. Frank Zimmermann, father
David Zimmermann, brother
DR. WARREN AXELROD, in Memory of
Rachel Axelrod, mother
Peter Axelrod, father
Stephen Axelrod, brother
EDWARD AZIZI, in Memory of
Ezat Azizi, mother
Yehuda Azizi, father
MEREDITH BACHRACH, in Memory of
Maureen Shapiro, mother
SEYMOUR BAG, in Memory of
Arlene Bag, wife
Rose Bag, mother
Louis Bag, father
Jennie Rosenberg, mother-in-law
Abraham Rosenberg, father-in-law
Milton Ross, brother-in-law
SHARI BALABAN, in Memory of
Mark Balaban, husband
SYBIL BANK, in Memory of
Mary Velkes, mother
DR. SIMMY BANK, in Memory of
Harry Bank, brother
Abner Bank, brother
LAURA BARDASH, in Memory of
Sylvia Morrison, mother
Morton Morrison, father
MANUEL BARDASH, in Memory of
Fay Bardash, mother
Joseph Bardash, father
MARTIN H. BAUMAN, in Memory of
Carol Bauman, wife
Rose Bauman, mother
Jack Bauman, father
Isabel Weiner, mother-in-law
Benjamin Weiner, father-in-law
HARRIET BECKER, in Memory of
Rhea L. Poserow, mother
Sam Poserow, father
DR. EUGENE BECKER, in Memory of
Sonia Becker, mother
Abraham Becker, father
DAVID AND ADAM BECKER AND
JILL SURIELOW, in Memory of
Rhea L. Poserow, grandmother
Sam Poserow, grandfather
Sonia Becker, grandmother
Abraham Becker, grandfather
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STACEE BERNSTEIN, in Memory of</th>
<th>PAM BERGER, in Memory of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Adler, mother</td>
<td>Natalie Limonick, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Adler, father</td>
<td>Harold Limonick, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFFREY BERNSTEIN, in Memory of</td>
<td>DR. BERLE BERGER, in Memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Bernstein, mother</td>
<td>Fannie Berger, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Bernstein, father</td>
<td>Frank Berger, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXINE AND TERRY BERNSTEIN,</td>
<td>Annetta Satkin, sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobie Cohen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Tolins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STACEE BERNSTEIN, in Memory of</td>
<td>TERRY S. BERNSTEIN, in Memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Gilbert, mother</td>
<td>Rose Bernstein, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Gilbert, father</td>
<td>Louis E. Bernstein, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARBARA BERTONCINI, in Memory of</td>
<td>ELLEN BIRNBAUM, in Memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel Cohen, father</td>
<td>Doris Wurman, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARK BIRNBAUM, in Memory of</td>
<td>MARK BIRNBAUM, in Memory of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Birnbaum, father</td>
<td>Stanley Birnbaum, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLVIA BLANK, in Memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nessie Alper, mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Alper, father</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seymour Alper, brother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimi Alper, sister</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFROM I. BLANK, in Memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Blank, mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leon Blank, father</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETH BLAUSTEIN, in Memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Furst, mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melvin Furst, father</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR. RANDI BARRON, in Memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl Barron Bier, mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and grandmother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Bernstein, sister</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethel Schafler, grandmother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR. ALAN BLONDMAN, in Memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Blondman, father</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and grandfather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Lax, stepfather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnie Rosenthal, grandmother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Rosenthal, grandfather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Blondman, grandfather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Blondman, grandfather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Stein, uncle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Taub, great-aunt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOBETTE BERGSTEIN, in Memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estelle Baskowitz, mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isadore Baskowitz, father</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayne Heft, sister</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN BERGSTEIN, in Memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ada Bergstein, mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Bergstein, father</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT L. BERMANS, in Memory of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernice Berman, mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Berman, father</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PAMELA BOAL, in Memory of
Bernice Brownstone, mother
Harry Sures, father
Dora Sirulnikoff, grandmother
David Sirulnikoff, grandfather
DR. BERNARD H. BOAL, in Memory of
Bessie Boal, mother
Charles Boal, father
Beatrice Fisher, sister
Allan Slayen, brother-in-law
Sydney Fisher, brother-in-law
Heather Slayen, niece
David Pesochin, nephew
EVA KNOLL BOLANOS, in Memory of
Joseph Knoll, father
BEVERLY BORIS, in Memory of
Alice Rubenstein, mother
Isidore Rubenstein, father
HOWARD BORIS, in Memory of
Sylvia Boris Anker, mother
Irving Boris, father
FRED BOTÉSAZAN, in Memory of
Ashraf Botésazan, mother
Yehoshua Botésazan, father
NAZEE BOTÉSAZAN, in Memory of
Acram Moussazadeh, mother
Janet Shirazi, sister
PARVIZ BOTÉSAZAN, in Memory of
Ashraf Botésazan, mother
Youshia Botésazan, father
JUDITH BOVERMAN, in Memory of
Joseph Boverman, husband
Alyssa Boverman, daughter
Ethel Akivis, mother
Stanley Akivis, father
Tova Boverman, mother-in-law
Arie Boverman, father-in-law
Zeev Boverman, brother-in-law
CAROL BRAXSMJER, in Memory of
Michael Braxsmjær, husband
Esther Husney, mother
Nasar (James) Husney, father
VIVIAN BRASH, in Memory of
Camille Katz, mother
Joseph, Katz, father
Leibu Katz, uncle
YUVAL BRASH, in Memory of
Fred Brash, father
EVELYN BRAUNSCHWEIG, in Memory of
Robert Braunschweig, husband
Ella Cramer Sykes, mother
David Baer Sykes, father
Sara Braunschweig, mother-in-law
Nathan Braunschweig, father-in-law
DR. RONDA BLOOM, in Memory of
Louis Janowski, father
MONIKA BLOOM, in Memory of
Margot Goldman, mother
Arnold Goldman, father
PAUL BLOOM, in Memory of
Evelyn Bloom, mother
Morton Bloom, father
Anna Shanes, grandmother
ANDREA BLOOMFIELD, in Memory of
Belle Arkin, mother
Philip Arkin, father
MATTHEW BLOOMFIELD, in Memory of
Kathryn Bloomfield, mother
Gerard M. Bloomfield, father
MOLLY BLUM, in Memory of
Bernard G. Blum, husband
Melissa Lawrence, granddaughter
Rose Berdy, mother
David Berdy, father
Martin Berdy, brother
Bill Berdy, brother
Edith Berdy, sister-in-law
Arnold Cherneck, brother-in-law
Debbie I. Berdy, niece
Charles Zimansky, nephew
Martin Kirschner, nephew
Lena Blum, mother-in-law
Louis Blum, father-in-law
Lita Blum, sister-in-law
Miriam Kirschner, sister-in-law
Martin Kirschner, nephew
Pearl Cohen, sister-in-law
Linda Gibson, niece
JANE BLUM, in Memory of
Marcia DePinna, mother
George DePinna, father
STANLEY BLUM, in Memory of
Evelyn Blum, mother
Robert Blum, father
NATALY BLUMBERG, in Memory of
Henry Gross, father
STEPHEN BLUMBERG, in Memory of
Ellen Blumberg, mother
LOTTIE BLYE, in Memory of
Sarah Landau, mother
Isaac Landau, father
WILLIAM BLYE, in Memory of
Maria Bleiweiss, mother
Chaim Bleiweiss, father
Bernhard Bleiweiss, brother
Leo Bleiweiss, brother
CAROL BURSTEIN, in Memory of
Paul Burstein, husband
Ruth Diamond, mother
Jacob Diamond, father
Sara Burstein, mother-in-law
Arie Burstein, father-in-law

SYLVIA BUTWIN, in Memory of
Stanley Butwin, husband
Lena Cohen, mother
Max Cohen, father
Martin Cohen, brother
Arthur Cohen, brother
Sylvia Butwin, mother-in-law
Nathan Butwin, father-in-law

CYNTHIA BYER GLOGOWER AND RICHARD BYER, in Memory of
Joseph Byer, father
Millie Byer, mother
Peter Edward Byer, brother
Miriam Byer, grandmother
Abey Byer, grandfather
Israel Byer, uncle
Solomon Byer, uncle
Mary Simmons, grandmother
Simon Simmons, grandfather
Sidney Simmons, uncle
Hymie Simmons, uncle

DEBRA FERN BYKOFF, in Memory of
Sylvia Bykoff, mother
Harry Bykoff, father

CLAIRE CAHN, in Memory of
Eugene Cahn, husband
Jennie Rotter, mother
Ben Rotter, father
Florence Cahn, mother-in-law
Samuel Cahn, father-in-law

AMY J. CANTOS, in Memory of
Shirley Cantos, mother

FARNOSH CHADI, in Memory of
Saeed Sedgh, father
Azar Bijari, aunt

JOSEPH CHADI, in Memory of
Nina Chadi, mother
Nowrollah Chadi, father
David Chadi, brother

AARON J. BRODER, in Memory of
Alice Broder, wife
Joel Robert Broder, son
Selma Brodsky, mother
Jack Brodsky, father
Anna Zam, grandmother
Morris Zam, grandfather
Gertrude Dondy, mother-in-law
Samuel Dondy, father-in-law
Becky Tanenbaum, grandmother
Harry Tanenbaum, grandfather

MILDRED BROMBERG, in Memory of
Alfred Bromberg, husband
Bertha Rubin, mother
Sol Rubin, father
Sophie Bromberg, mother-in-law
Jacob Bromberg, father-in-law
Ruth Markels, sister-in-law
Irene Bromberg, sister-in-law
Earl Markels, brother-in-law

ELLEN ISRAEL BRONHEIM, in Memory of
Charlotte Brand, mother
Milton Israel, father

GARY BRONHEIM, in Memory of
Marta Bronheim, mother

INA MARCUS ROSS, in Memory of
Lilian K. Marcus, mother
Ben S. Marcus, father
Ida Kaplan, grandmother
Joseph Kaplan, grandfather
Rachel Marcus, grandmother
Jacob Marcus, grandfather
Rabbi Elihu Marcus, cousin

DR. HOWARD BROWNSTEIN, in Memory of
Rosalind Brownstein, wife
Irene Brownstein, mother
Sol Brownstein, father
Rose Zaretzky, mother-in-law
Irving Solomon, father-in-law
Gloria Boxenbaum, friend
Bernard Boxenbaum, friend

SUSAN BRUSTEIN, in Memory of
Abraham Schragter, father

DR. DENNIS M. BRUSTEIN, in Memory of
Alice Brustein, mother
Dr. Milton W. Brustein, father
Dr. Irving Merchant, father

SHARI BUCHBINDER, in Memory of
Jeanette Post, mother
Dr. Bernard Post, father

DR. MITCHELL I. BUCHBINDER,
in Memory of
Jeanette Buchbinder, mother
Frederick Buchbinder, father
Susan Buchbinder, sister
HELENE COHEN, in Memory of
Murray H. Cohen, husband
Walter Freeman, father
Shirley Freeman, mother
Pam Chase, aunt
Pauline Hurwitz, grandmother
Morris Hurwitz, grandfather
Mervin Hurwitz, uncle
Frances Herbert, aunt
Sylvia Miller, aunt
Norman Chase, cousin
Dora Cohen Metzik, mother-in-law
Nathan Cohen, father-in-law
Alvin Cohen, brother-in-law

DR. ANA COHEN, in Memory of
Jacob A. Fialkoff, father
Esther Fialkoff, sister

DR. IRA COHEN, in Memory of
Pearl L. Cohen, mother
Philip Cohen, father

JACQUELINE COHEN, in Memory of
Frances Handler, mother
Louis Handler, father
David Handler, brother

JAMES B. COHEN, in Memory of
Betsy J. Cohen, mother
Murray Cohen, father
Celia Schaeffer, aunt
Jacob Schaeffer, uncle

LOUISE COHEN, in Memory of
Alan Jeffrey Cohen, husband
David Eskenazi, father
Elisa Eskenazi, grandmother
Phyllis Cohen, mother-in-law
Jules Cohen, father-in-law

PAULINE COHEN, in Memory of
Bernard L. Cohen, husband
Sarah Baron, mother
David Baron, father
Irene Fried, sister
Rae Cohen, mother-in-law
Samuel Cohen, father-in-law
Leon R. Cohen, brother-in-law

RITA COHEN, in Memory of
Martin Cohen, husband
Steven Cohen, son
Dr. Alan Cohen, son
Helen Lane, mother
Julius Lane, father
Lena Cohen, mother-in-law
Max Cohen, father-in-law

SALLY COHEN, in Memory of
David H. Cohen, husband
Rose Silberberg, mother
Samuel Silberberg, father
Caroline Cohen, mother-in-law

SOFIA COHEN, in Memory of
Robert Cohen, husband
Rachel Cohen, mother-in-law

REBECCA A. FRIEDMAN-CHARRY, in Memory of
Norman Friedman, father
Miriam Chorney, grandmother
Myron Chorney, grandfather
Annie Friedman, grandmother
Hirsch Friedman, grandfather

JOSHUA S. CHARRY, in Memory of
Jordan Moshe Charry, brother
Ruth Charry, grandmother
Rabbi Elias Charry, grandfather
Ganya Spinrad, grandmother
Phineas Spinrad, grandfather
Dana Charry, uncle
Elizabeth Ebert, cousin

PAULA AND RABBI MARIM D. CHARRY, in Memory of
Jordan Moshe Charry, son

PAULA CHARRY, in Memory of
Ganya B. Spinrad, mother
Phineas Spinrad, father
Rachel Becker, grandmother
Nathan Becker, grandfather

RABBI MARIM D. CHARRY, in Memory of
Ruth E. Charry, mother
Rabbi Elias Charry, father

MAXINE CHASNOW, in Memory of
Dr. Edwin Chasnow, husband
Rose Kratz, mother
Samuel Kratz, father
Morris Kratz, brother
Frieda Chasnow, mother-in-law
Martin Chasnow, father-in-law

BARBARA CHOIIT, in Memory of
Mildred Kleinhau, mother
Sylvan Kleinhau, father

DR. HARVEY CHOIIT, in Memory of
Anna Choiit, mother
Jack Choiit, father

LORI GLASS CITAK, in Memory of
Eleanor Glass, mother
Jack Glass, father

BARBARA CITRON, in Memory of
Hilda “Mimi” Rudo, grandmother

HAROLD CITRON, in Memory of
Francine Citron, mother
Dr. Charles Citron, father

MARILYN AND GEORGE COHEN, in Memory of
Daniel Cohen, son

MARILYN COHEN, in Memory of
Sadie Lobel, mother
Samuel Lobel, father

GEORGE COHEN, in Memory of
Zelda Cohen, mother
Philip Cohen, father
Mary Cohen, sister
Ida Gellis, sister
BONNIE COOPERMAN, in Memory of  
Mattie Burger Livingston, mother  
Martin Burger, father  
ROBERT N. COOPERMAN, in Memory of  
Edith Cooperman, mother  
Albert Cooperman, father  
ADAM COVITT, in Memory of  
Lillian Brucker, grandmother  
Mitchell Brucker, M.D., grandfather  
KAREN COVITT, in Memory of  
Lillian Brucker, mother  
Mitchell Brucker, M.D., father  
Helen Teitler, aunt  
Shirley Archer, aunt  
DANIEL COVITT, in Memory of  
Sarah Covitt, mother  
Irving Covitt, father  
DR. SUSAN CWERN, in Memory of  
Etheh Freiman, mother  
Sam Freiman, father  
DR. MARK CWERN, in Memory of  
Rita Cwern, mother  
Simon Cwern, father  
DR. STEPHEN DALLAL, in Memory of  
Lillian Dallal, mother  
Norman Dallal, father  
Khatoon Dallal, grandmother  
Sion Dallal, grandfather  
Pauline Shabot, grandmother  
Nathan Shabot, grandfather  
MITRA DAMAGHI, in Memory of  
Ferydoun Sadighpour, father  
REBECCA COHENMEHR, in Memory of  
Javoher Sarraf, aunt  
MILTON S. COHN, in Memory of  
Lucille S. Cohn, wife  
Judd M. Cohn, son  
Dorothy Cohn, mother  
Max B. Cohn, father  
Lilah Rosen Sanders, mother-in-law  
Maurice Sanders, father-in-law  
SEYMOUR COHN, in Memory of  
Rosalind Cohn, wife  
Sadie Cohn, mother  
Solomon Cohn, father  
Gussie Levine, mother-in-law  
Philip Levine, father-in-law  
Lillian Levine, sister-in-law  
JANICE COLE, in Memory of  
Sophia Shapiro, mother  
DR. JEFFREY COLE, in Memory of  
Gladys Cole, mother  
Hyman Cole, father  
LORI COOPER, in Memory of  
Mildred Bach, grandmother  
Zellig Bach, grandfather  
Charles Waltuch, grandfather  
Rae Nelson, grandmother  
Nathan Nelson, grandfather  
ALAN COOPER, in Memory of  
Hyman Cooper, father  
Jennie Cohen, grandmother  
Louis Cohen, grandfather  
Rose Cooper, grandmother  
Louis Cooper, grandfather  
ELLEN COOPER, in Memory of  
Robert Cooper, husband  
Lili Epstein, mother  
Bernard Rosenzweig, father  
Jules Epstein, stepfather  
Mary Cooper, mother-in-law  
Benjamin Cooper, father-in-law  
Philip Cooper, brother-in-law  
Grace Feldman, sister-in-law  
SANDRA GELLER, in Memory of  
Sy Geller, father  
EVAN COOPER, in Memory of  
Myron Cooper, father  
Paula Jacobson, sister  
Harry Jacobson, brother-in-law  
MAXINE COOPER, in Memory of  
Herbert Cooper, husband  
Betty Baskin, mother  
Rubin Baskin, father  
Sue Cooper, mother-in-law  
Isidor Cooper, father-in-law  

LISA DASKAL, in Memory of
Mae Anderman, grandmother
ODED DASKAL, in Memory of
Ella Daskal, mother
Dov Daskal, father
Eitan Daskal, brother
FLORENCE DAVIS, in Memory of
Gertrude Rashti, mother
Harry Rashti, father
Harry Jacob, husband
David J. Davis, husband
Yelda Battat, aunt
Charlotte Battat, grandmother
Charles Battat, grandfather
HELEN DAVIS, in Memory of
Alfred Davis, husband
Melvin Lieberman, former husband
Fay Zelin, mother
Samuel Zelin, father
Leona Fasman, sister
Felix Zelin, brother
FARNAZ AND SHAHRAM DELAFRAZ, in Memory of
Kevin Delafraz, son
FARNAZ DELAFRAZ, in Memory of
Homa Gabbay, grandmother
Nemat Gabbay, grandfather
SHAHRAM DELAFRAZ, in Memory of
Nemat Delafraz, father
Sion Delafraz, uncle
DORIS DELMAN, in Memory of
Lorraine Stern, mother
Edward Stern, father
NORMAN DELMAN, in Memory of
Minnie Gandelman, mother
Louis Gandelman, father
Ruth Raum, sister
Ann Schillinger, sister
GLORIA DELOTT, in Memory of
Frieda Wallach, mother
Irving Wallach, father
Gittel Stern, grandmother
Anshel Budzenover, grandfather
STUART DELOTT, in Memory of
Bessie DeLott, mother
Abraham DeLott, father
Henrietta DeLott, aunt
Tillie DeLott, aunt
NINA DAMAST, in Memory of
Jack M. Cohen, father
Marjorie Cohen, mother
Murray Damast, father-in-law
Goldie Damast, mother-in-law
ARTHUR DAMAST, in Memory of
Murray Damast, father
Goldie Damast, mother
Steven Damast, brother
Lillian Chaikofsky, grandmother
Joseph Chaikofsky, grandfather
Rachel Damast, grandmother
Rev. Sane Damast, grandfather
Sam Chaikofsky, uncle
Marjorie Cohen, mother-in-law
Jack M. Cohen, father-in-law
David Damast, uncle
Joseph Damast, uncle
Goldie Jonas, aunt
Max Jonas, uncle
Mary Damast, aunt
Esther Biller, aunt
Edward Biller, uncle
MICHELE DAMAST KALT AND
SCOTT DAMAST, in Memory of
Goldie Damast, grandmother
Murray Damast, grandfather
Jack M. Cohen, grandfather
DONALD DAMAST, ALISON AND ERIC, in Memory of
Roberta Damast, wife and mother
Florence Damast, mother and grandmother
Abraham Damast, father and grandfather
Lillian Goldberg, mother-in-law and grandmother
Charles Goldberg, father-in-law and grandfather
DONALD DAMAST, in Memory of
Roberta Damast, wife
Florence Damast, mother
Abraham Damast, father
Lillian Goldberg, mother-in-law
Charles Goldberg, father-in-law
LAURIE DAMAST, in Memory of
Babette Kaye, mother
Dr. B. Bernard Kaye, father
Florence Damast, mother-in-law
Abraham Damast, father-in-law
GARY DAMAST, in Memory of
Florence Damast, mother
Abraham Damast, father
Babette Kaye, mother-in-law
Dr. B. Bernard Kaye, father-in-law
ELLEN DOMNITCH, in Memory of
Joe Lipsky, father
Bernard Lovitky, stepfather
MARTIN DOMNITCH, in Memory of
Henrietta Domnitch, aunt
Irving Domnitch, uncle
HELEN DOPPelt, in Memory of
Lawrence Doppelt, husband
Martha Goldberger, mother
Eugene Goldberger, father
Seymour Goldberger, brother
BARBARA DOR, in Memory of
Benny Dor, husband
Rose Silverstein, grandmother
Isadore Silverstein, grandfather
Rose Ferkau, grandmother
Harry Ferkau, grandfather
David Thorn, uncle
Sarah Yust, mother-in-law
Altar Yust, father-in-law
HOWARD DORMAN, in Memory of
William Dorman, father
MELVIN DUBIN, in Memory of
Eleanor Dubin, wife
Nina Michelle Dubin, daughter
Celia Dubin, mother
Morris Dubin, father
Mollie Levine, sister
Sylvia Dubin, sister
Ruth Brown, mother-in-law
Reuben Brown, father-in-law
BETSY DUBOFsky, in Memory of
Robert Louis Dubofsky, husband
Pearl Jacobs, mother
Irvin Jacobs, father
Miriam Goldberg, aunt
Henry Goldberg, uncle
Blanche Dubofsky Berman, mother-in-law
Nat Dubofsky, father-in-law
BARBARA DUBS, in Memory of
Miriam Hammond, mother
Harold Hammond, father
Peter Hammond, brother
LESLIE DUBS, in Memory of
Pearl Dubs, mother
Archie Dubs, father
ELAINE PARIS, in Memory of
Shirley Perlman, mother
Samuel Perlman, father
Regina Silberman, grandmother
Diana Bressler, great-aunt
Rose Pfeffer, great-aunt
Ruth Broslaw, great-aunt
Gail Paris, mother-in-law
BILL DUNCKLEY, in Memory of
William Thomas Dunckley, father
ALBERT DICKER, in Memory of
Toby Dicker, wife
Sara Dicker, mother
Joshua Dicker, father
Jennie Stieber, sister
Herman Dicker, brother
Joseph Dicker, brother
Eileen Dicker, sister-in-law
Anna Cooper, mother-in-law
Harry Cooper, father-in-law
Jack Cooper, brother-in-law
BARBARA DICKER, in Memory of
Harry Silbergla, father
DANIEL DICKER, in Memory of
Toby Dicker, mother
CHARLES DIMSTON, in Memory of
Blanche Dimston, wife
Julia Dimston, mother
Leon Dimston, father
Sylvain Dimston, brother
Diane Krejtmann, mother-in-law
Adolph A. Krejtmann, father-in-law
KATHE DIVACK, in Memory of
Ruth Samuels Klatzko, mother
Louis Klatzko, father
DR. DANIEL DIVACK, in Memory of
Leah Divack, mother
Joseph Divack, father
DIANA DOLGIN, in Memory of
Israel Dolgin, husband
Gail Dolgin, daughter
Stuart Dolgin, son
Sadie Dunn, mother
Morris Dunn, father
Jeanette Deitch, sister
Sylvia Horowitz, sister
Harry Deitch, brother-in-law
Sarah Dolgin, mother-in-law
Kalmon Dolgin, father-in-law
Morris Dolgin, brother-in-law
Jeannette Post, sister-in-law
Jacob Dolgin, uncle
PEGGY DOLGIN, in Memory of
Seymour Stern, father
KALMON DOLGIN, in Memory of
Israel Dolgin, father
Gail Dolgin, sister
Stuart Dolgin, brother
NEIL DOLGIN, in Memory of
Israel Dolgin, father
Gail Dolgin, sister
Stuart Dolgin, brother
Julie Koen, sister-in-law
ROYA EMRANI, in Memory of
Dr. Azizolah Victory, father
Hersel Emrani, brother

DAVID EMRANI, in Memory of
Khanom Agha Emrani, mother
Shaban Emrani, father

ALISE KREDITOR, in Memory of
Lawrence Kreditor, father
Rose Kreditor, grandmother
Morris Kreditor, grandfather
Mildred Moskowitz, grandmother
Julius Moskowitz, grandfather
Pearl Kreditor, great-grandmother
Benjamin Kreditor, great-grandfather
Beatrice Herskovitz, aunt
Barbara Moskowitz, aunt
May Kreditor, great-aunt
Brocha Kreditor, great-aunt
Charles Kreditor, great-uncle
Zissa Kreditor, great-uncle
Louis Kreditor, great-uncle

JEFFREY ENGLANDER, in Memory of
John L. Englander, father

FRANCINE SPILIKE-EPSTEIN, in Memory of
David H. Spilke, husband
Ruth Schwartz, mother
Joseph J. Schwartz, father
Paje Spilke, mother-in-law
Ire Spilke, father-in-law

IRVING EPSTEIN, in Memory of
Ina Epstein, wife
Tilly Epstein, mother
Isaac Epstein, father
Liba Sussman, grandmother
Rabbi Israel Sussman, grandfather
Miriam Stein, aunt
Max Stein, uncle
Morris Sussman, uncle
Clara Miller, mother-in-law

ADELE EPSTEIN, in Memory of
Morton A. Epstein, husband
Anna Apanowitz, mother
Louis Apanowitz, father
Marion Baumann, sister
Rose Epstein, mother-in-law

RACHEL EPSTEIN, in Memory of
Doba Lapsker, mother
Luis Lapsker, father

DR. EVA EBIN, in Memory of
Dr. Leonard Ebin, husband
Dr. Paul Ebin, son
Helen Ebin, mother-in-law
Emanuel Ebin, father-in-law

RABBI ABRAHAM ECKSTEIN, in Memory of
Adele Eckstein, wife
Nathan Eckstein, brother

VERA EDEN, in Memory of
Joseph Eden, husband

IRENE EINSTEIN, in Memory of
Hansel Cahn, mother
Oskar Cahn, father

IRENE EISENMANN, in Memory of
Murray I. Eisenman, husband
Yetta Begel, mother
Arthur Eisenman, father

BARBARA EISENMANN, in Memory of
Nathan Eckstein, brother

FRED EINSTEIN, in Memory of
Irene G. Einstein, mother

BARBARA EISENMANN, in Memory of
Max Begel, father

DOROTHY ELEFANT, in Memory of
Ingrid Epstein Elefant, wife
Sarah Elefant, mother
Solomon Elefant, father
Doris Kamine, sister

DAVID W. EMANUEL, in Memory of
Rita W. Emanuel, mother
Louis Emanuel, father

DRORA EMANUEL, in Memory of
Lili Sasson, mother

LINDA EMANUEL, in Memory of
Rita Emanuel, mother

DOROTHY ELEFANT, in Memory of
Nathan Elenstein, brother

LINDA EMANUEL, in Memory of
Louis Emanuel, father
Pauline Wolf, grandmother
Mary Wolf, grandmother
Isaac G. Wolf, grandfather

RACHEL EMANUEL, in Memory of
Irene Berke, aunt
Joel Sommers Berke, cousin
SHEILA FAKHERI, in Memory of
Dr. Steve Fakheri, husband
GRAYCE FALOW, in Memory of
Sidney Falow, husband
Yetta Wasserman, mother
Morris Wasserman, father
Yetta Rachel Falkowitz, mother-in-law
Rev. Mordecai Falkowitz, father-in-law
Anne Goodman, sister-in-law
William Falow, brother-in-law
Vivian Romoff, niece
Julius Goodman, brother-in-law
NAVID FARAJOLLAH, in Memory of
Manouchehr Marhyan, father
RAMIN FARAJOLLAH, in Memory of
Jacob Farajollah, father
JEFFREY FARKAS, in Memory of
Sylvia Farkas, mother
Sidney Farkas, father
LARRY FARKAS, in Memory of
Sylvia Farkas, mother
Sidney Farkas, father
NADINE FEINGOLD, in Memory of
Greta Melnick, mother
Edward Melnick, father
Sherley Plasse, aunt
Herman Plasse, uncle
Frances Melnick, aunt
Ilene Barrack, friend
Leiby Kletzky, New York’s son
DR. DAVID FEINGOLD, in Memory of
Martha Feingold, mother
Jesse Feingold, father
Jacob Feingold, uncle
DR. HERBERT FELDMAN, in Memory of
Leo Feldman, father
RICKY AND RABBI MYRON FENSTER, in Memory of
Jonathan Fenster, son
BASAMI FERBER, in Memory of
Fabian Ferber, husband
Florence Wolf, mother
Robert Wolf, father
Sanford Wolf, brother
Frieda Ferber, mother-in-law
Menachem Ferber, father-in-law
Samuel Ferber, brother-in-law
Rachel Ferber, sister-in-law
Isaac Ferber, brother-in-law
Kalmon Ferber, brother-in-law
ROBIN E. FIGELMAN, in Memory of
Howard Rothstein, father
SHERYL COHEN FINE, in Memory of
Marilyn Wender Cohen, mother
DR. MARTIN JAY FINE, in Memory of
Albert S. Fine, father
BARI FAGIN, in Memory of
Florence Gerber, mother
Bernard Gerber, father
Anna Lazarus, grandmother
Benny Lazarus, grandfather
Lester Lazarus, uncle
MARTIN FAGIN, in Memory of
Tillie Fagin, mother
Isidore Fagin, father
CHARLOTTE FAINBLATT, in Memory of
Martin Fainblatt, husband
Cynthia Altus, mother
Harold R. Altus, father
Ada Fainblatt, mother-in-law
Leon Fainblatt, father-in-law
Robert Fainblatt, brother-in-law
Margorie Horowitz, aunt
ROBIN FLEISHMAN, in Memory of
Joseph Malsky, father
Peggy Tannenbaum, grandmother
Sam Tannenbaum, uncle

DANIEL FLEISHMAN, in Memory of
Helen Wexler, mother
Newman Wexler, father

JEFFREY FLEIT, in Memory of
Estelle Fleit, mother
Sol Fleit, father

CLAIRE FOX, in Memory of
Frances Engelhard, mother
Sol Engelhard, father

FRANK FOX, in Memory of
Goldie Fox, mother
Joseph Fox, father
Rozzie Fox, sister
Fanny Golub, grandmother
Adele Finkel, sister
Allan Finkel, brother-in-law
Kenneth Finkel, nephew

JOAN AND HERBERT FRANCK,
in Memory of
Lauren Beth Soshnick, granddaughter

JOAN FRANCK, in Memory of
Gertrude Kotler, mother
Alfred Kotler, father
Jerome Kotler, brother
Sarah Kotler, grandmother
Sam Kotler, grandfather
Annie Haendel, grandmother
Julius Haendel, grandfather

HERBERT FRANCK, in Memory of
Esther Franck, mother
Harry Franck, father
Minnie Frank, grandmother
George Frank, grandfather
Fagel Greenberg, grandmother
Mordichi Greenberg, grandfather
Ruth Goldberg, aunt
Irving Goldberg, uncle
Debbie Goldberg, cousin

EMILY FRANK, in Memory of
Audrey Frank, mother
J. Leonard Frank, father

NANCY FRANK, in Memory of
Jonas Dymond, father

ERIC FRANK, in Memory of
Charles Frank, father
Fred Frank, uncle

MIRIAM FINGERHUT, in Memory of
Ruth Phillipson, mother
Frank Phillipson, father

DR. MARK FINGERHUT, in Memory of
Helene Fingerhut, mother
David Fingerhut, father
Isabella Braverman, sister

BARBARA FINK, in Memory of
Harold B. Fink, husband
Doris Kanter, mother
David C. Kanter, father
Sarah Cohen, grandmother
Philip Cohen, grandfather
Emma C. Weiss, aunt
Max J. Cohen, uncle
Diana Fink, mother-in-law
Benjamin Fink, father-in-law

DR. SIMON DAVID FINK, in Memory of
Ronni Fink, wife
Ruth Fink, mother
Dr. Abraham Fink, father
Daniel Fink, brother
Adele Chalfin, mother-in-law
Victor Chalfin, father-in-law

CAROL FISHKIN, in Memory of
Bella Goldstein, mother
Louis Goldstein, father

MORDECAI FISHKIN, in Memory of
Esther Fishkin, mother
Herman Fishkin, father

INGRID FISHMAN, in Memory of
Charlotte Gevantman, mother
Rabbi Chaim Gevantman, father
Judith Gevantman, sister
Jenny Gevantman, grandmother
Isaac Gevantman, grandfather
Chai Max, grandmother
Jessie Max, grandfather

ROBERT FISHMAN, in Memory of
Ida Fishman, mother
Harry S. Fishman, father
Gerald Fishman, brother
Jennie Fishman, grandmother
Isaac Fishman, grandfather
Anna Cooper, grandmother
Samuel Cooper, grandfather

DR. RENEE ALTMAN FLEISCHER,
in Memory of
Helen Altman, mother
BenZion Altman, father

ELLiot FLEISCHER, in Memory of
Esther Fleischer, mother
Benjamin Fleischer, father

STEVEN D. FLEISCHER, in Memory of
Lelah Fleischer, wife
Shirley Fleischer, mother
William Fleischer, father
Evelyn Zaharia Abel, mother-in-law
Murray (Morris) Abel, father-in-law
Rose Abel Kwort, aunt-in-law
CANTOR RAPHAEL FRIEDER, in Memory of
Hannah Frieder, mother
Emanuel Frieder, father

DALIA FRIEDER, in Memory of
Hadassa Bogler
Yehoshua Bogler

MARCIA FRIEDMAN, in Memory of
Robert Ravitch, stepfather
David Rosenthal, brother

ARTHUR FRIEDMAN, in Memory of
Sylvia Friedman, mother
Henry Friedman, father

ELLEN FRIEDMAN KRASNER, in Memory of
Sylvia Krugman, mother
Hyman Krugman, father
Sophie Lamell, grandmother
Abraham Lamell, grandfather
Chana Lamell, great-grandmother
Israel Lamell, great-grandfather
Sara Schechner, great-grandmother
Abraham Schechner, great-grandfather
Clara Lamell, aunt
Lorita Grossman, aunt
Emery Grossman, cousin

ELSA FRIEDMAN, in Memory of
Norman Friedman, husband
Miriam Chorney, mother
Myron Chorney, father

JENNIFER FRIEDMAN, in Memory of
Barbara Friedman, mother
Arnold Friedman, father
Sophie Silverstein, grandmother
Joseph Silverstein, grandfather
Jane Friedman, grandmother
Louis Friedman, grandfather

JILL FRIEDMAN, in Memory of
Frances Pernick, mother
David Pernick, father
Bruce Pernick, brother

MITCHELL FRIEDMAN, in Memory of
Reva Friedman, mother
Samuel Friedman, father

LINDA FRIEDMAN, in Memory of
Florence Bogatch, mother

WARREN FRIEDMAN, in Memory of
Sol Friedman, father

LYNN FRANKEL, in Memory of
Robert Jonescu, father
Sarah Hopkins, grandmother
Edith Bach, grandmother

ALAN FRANKEL, in Memory of
Sidney Frankel, father
Ida Mitran, grandmother
Albert Mitran, grandfather

LAURIE FRANKEL, in Memory of
Evelyn Gingold, mother
Dr. Sol Gingold, father

VAN FRANKEL, in Memory of
Constance Frankel, mother
Charles Frankel, father

NANCY AND SIDNEY FREEDMAN, in Memory of
Jane Fishbin, daughter

NANCY FREEDMAN, in Memory of
Eva Wartels, mother
Mortimer G. Strauss, father

SIDNEY FREEDMAN, in Memory of
Rose Freedman, mother
Nathan Freedman, father

ANNE FREEMAN, in Memory of
James Freeman, husband
Gertrude Garlick, mother
Nathan Garlick, father
Michael Garlick, brother

LORI AND DR. PAUL FREUDMAN, in Memory of
Sophie Arlene Freudman, daughter

LORI STEIN FREUDMAN, in Memory of
Arlene Wiger Stein, mother
Nathan Stein, father

DR. PAUL FREUDMAN, in Memory of
Anita Freudman, mother
Aaron Freudman, father

DR. MAXINE FRIED, in Memory of
Elsie Kamer, mother
Harry Kamer, father

DR. ALLAN FRIED, in Memory of
Rose Fried, mother
Samuel Fried, father
Fayth Krieger, sister
Solomon Fried, brother

BELLE FRIED, in Memory of
Henry Warshavsky, husband
Joseph George Fried, husband
Sadie Bennett, mother
Morris Bennett, father
Sam Bennett, brother
Louis L. Bennett, brother
Marla Bennett, great niece
Anna Warshavsky, mother-in-law
Ben Warshavsky, father-in-law
Mimi Fried, cousin
Lillian Friedman, sister
Paul Friedman, brother-in-law
Edith Bennett
MANEIJEH GABBAY, in Memory of
Victoria Neydavood, mother
Moosa Neydavood, father
AMIR GABBAY, in Memory of
Soltan Gabbay, mother
Soleiman Gabbay, father
Helen Gabbayian, sister
Nejat Gabbay, brother
RACHEL GABBAY, in Memory of
Hana Yardeni, mother
Aaron Yardeni, father
Moise Yardeni, brother
HENRY GABBAY, in Memory of
Tavous Gabbay, mother
Abraham Gabbay, father
Khanoom Agha Gabbay, sister
Ezra Gabbay, brother
Nematollah Gabbay, brother
JACLYN GABEL, in Memory of
Marie Finocchiaro, grandmother
John Finocchiaro, grandfather
BRIAN GABEL, in Memory of
Silvia Gabel, grandmother
ELINOR GABRIEL, in Memory of
Dr. Mordecai L. Gabriel, husband
Emily Rosenstein, mother
David Rosenstein, father
Paul Rosenstein, brother
Bertha Gabriel, mother-in-law
Rabbi Joseph Gabriel, father-in-law
Marcia Gabriel, sister-in-law
DR. LAURA GAL, in Memory of
Rose “Raye” Malman, grandmother
NATASHA GANJIAN, in Memory of
Hushang Efraim Geula, father
BARBARA GARRIS, in Memory of
Matilda Stern, mother
Ernest Stern, father
HENRY GARRIS, in Memory of
Hedy Garris, mother
Alfred Garris, father
LOIS AND DR. MELVIN GELFARB, in Memory of
Jacqueline Proner, M.D., daughter-in-law
LOIS GELFARB, in Memory of
Harriet Braunstein, mother
Harry Braunstein, father
DR. MELVIN GELFARB, in Memory of
Sylvia Gelfarb, mother
Jack Gelfarb, father
ANN FROMER, in Memory of
Ruth Wexler, mother, grandmother and
great-grandmother
Jack Wexler, father, grandfather,
great-grandfather
Yetta Wexler, grandmother
Michael Rechler, grandfather
Yetta Wexler, grandfather
Albert Wexler, grandfather
ROBERT L. FROMER, in Memory of
Helen Fromer, mother
Martin Fromer, father
Yetta Fromer, grandmother
Henry Fromer, grandfather
Jennie Siegal, grandmother
Bennie Siegal, grandfather
MINA AND KEYVAN FROUZAN, in Memory of
Soufer Frouzan, father
Yahya Alaghband, father
Sarah Frouzan, grandmother
Yousef Frouzan, grandfather
Hakimeh Moallem, grandmother
Dr. Morteza Moallem, grandfather
Dr. Sha Moallem, uncle
HANSI FRUCHTMAN, in Memory of
Elizabeth Rosenfeld, mother
Dr. Louis J. Rosenfeld, father
DR. BERNARD FRUCHTMAN, in Memory of
Rose Fruchtman, mother
Isidore Fruchtman, father
Carl Fruchtman, brother
Arthur Fruchtman, brother
RICHARD L. FURMAN, in Memory of
Evelyn Fuman, mother
Ira Furman, father
Clara Morrisean, grandmother
Nathan Furman, grandfather

MEHDI GABAYZADEH, in Memory of
Elyahou John Gabayzadeh, father
YAHYA GABAYZADEH, in Memory of
Miriam Gabayzadeh, mother
Elyahou John Gabayzadeh, father
NILOUFAH GHALCHI, in Memory of
Mordechai Sadatmand, father
SOLEYMAN GHALCHI, in Memory of
Elias Ghalchi, father
AUDREY GIDDON, in Memory of
Ann Wittenberg, mother
Noel Wittenberg, father
Jacqueline Wittenberg, sister
LESLI GIGLIO, in Memory of
Roslyn Lynn, mother
GLORIA GILARDIAN, in Memory of
Joseph Michaels, father
ALBERT GILARDIAN, in Memory of
Rachel Ghermezian-Gilardian, mother
DR. ILANA LUSTIG GILLMAN, in Memory of
Felicia Lustig, mother
Oscar Lustig, father
Michael Lustig, brother
Rosa Mitz, grandmother
DR. EUGENE GILLMAN, in Memory of
Phelia Gillman, mother
Louis Gillman, father
DR. BENJAMIN GENTIN, in Memory of
Beila Gentin, mother
Joseph Gentin, father
Abe Gentin, brother
MURREL GELLER, in Memory of
Sy Geller, husband
Celia Saks, mother
Irving Saks, father
Barbara Atlas, sister
Gilbert Atlas, brother-in-law
Anna Geller, mother-in-law
Isidore Geller, father-in-law
Norma Froshnider, sister-in-law
Jack Froshnider, brother-in-law
ADELE GENTIN, in Memory of
Beatrice Baynash, mother
Elick Baynash, father
DR. BENJAMIN GENTIN, in Memory of
Beila Gentin, mother
Joseph Gentin, father
Abe Gentin, brother
MATTHEW GERSON, in Memory of
Jean Gerson, mother
Max Gerson, father
Beth Gerson, sister
ELAINE GERSTEIN, in Memory of
Ruth Krieger, mother
Robert Krieger, father
BRUCE E. GERSTEIN, in Memory of
Elaine Gerstein, mother
Harold Gerstein, father
LUCY GERSTEIN, in Memory of
Bruce Gerstein, husband
Bronia Rothbaum, mother
David Rothbaum, father
Jean Rothbaum, sister
Feiga Gerstein, mother-in-law
Chaim Gerstein, father-in-law
Solomon Gerstein, brother-in-law
David Rothbaum, nephew
NANCY J. GERTLER, in Memory of
Stuart Gertler, father
MARILYN GUSSIN, in Memory of
Helen Tune, mother
Joe Tune, father
HARVEY GUSSIN, in Memory of
Rhoda Gussin, mother
Melvin M. Gussin, father
GEULA FAMILY, in Memory of
Houshang Geula, husband, father and grandfather
ROBERT GEWANTER, in Memory of
Marcia Gewanter, wife
Esther Gewanter, mother
Dr. I. Robert Gewanter, father
Maxwell Gewanter, uncle
Rachel Gewanter, aunt
Gertrude Goldenberg, mother-in-law
Louis Goldenberg, father-in-law
Rosalie Katz, sister-in-law
MARYLIN GOLDBERG, in Memory of
Rose Sanders, mother
David Sanders, father
DR. ALLAN GOLDBERG, in Memory of
Rose Goldberg, mother
Herman Goldberg, father
Elayne DeBaets, sister
CAROL GOLDBERG, in Memory of
Dr. Paul Goldberg, husband
Rae Gordon, mother
Louis Gordon, father
Herman Presser, uncle
Anna Presser, grandmother
Charles Presser, grandfather
Anna Goldberg, mother-in-law
Harry Goldberg, father-in-law
MADELINE GOLDBERG, in Memory of
Arthur Goldberg, husband
Edith Goldman, mother
Robert Goldman, father
TEDDY GOLDBERG, in Memory of
George Goldberg, husband
Bessie Allen, mother
Jacob Allen, father
Walter Allen, brother
Eva Goldberg, mother-in-law
Abraham Goldberg, father-in-law
MAGGIE GOLDBERGER, in Memory of
Joseph Greenbaum, grandfather
Clara Greenbaum, grandmother
Aaron Cohen, grandfather
Frieda Cohen, grandmother
DANIEL GOLDBERGER, in Memory of
Jerome M. Goldberger, father
Sol Dickstein, grandfather
Lenore Dickstein, grandmother
Sidney Goldberger, grandfather
Elizabeth Goldberger, grandmother
JOAN GOLDBERGER, in Memory of
Jerome M. Goldberger, husband
RUTHE GOLDEN, in Memory of
Dr. Harry Feigenbaum, father
DR. RONALD GOLDEN, in Memory of
Sally Golden, mother
Max Golden, father
JANET GOLDFARB, in Memory of
Malek Brookhim Yousefzadeh, grandmother
ZACHARY GOLDFARB, in Memory of
Joseph Goldfarb, father
MARK GLOWATZ, in Memory of
Pearl Glowatz, mother
Benjamin Glowatz, father
Gary M. Glowatz, brother
Mollie Rubinstein, grandmother
Morris I. Rubinstein, grandfather
Mamie Glowatz, grandmother
Hyman Glowatz, grandfather
Mary Balkoff, aunt
Herman Rubinstein, uncle
EVELYN GOLBERT, in Memory of
Melvin H. Golbert, husband
Steven Golbert, son
Helene Cohn, mother
Erich Cohn, father
Richard Cohn, brother
WENDY GOLD, in Memory of
Renee Ross Giddings, mother
Daniel S. Giddings, M.D., father
Douglas Allan Giddings, brother
BERNARD GOLD, in Memory of
Ida Gold, mother
Louis Gold, father
NINA MOGILNIK, in Memory of
Jakob Mogilnik, father
LEONARD GOLD, in Memory of
Murray Gold, father
SHERYL GOLD, in Memory of
Lenore Suss, mother
Ralph Suss, father
NORMAN GOLD, in Memory of
Ann Gold, mother
Solomon Gold, father
MARIA GOLD, in Memory of
Doris Strauss Reinfeld, mother
David Reinfeld, father
Cindy Reinfeld-Schur, sister
Anna Strauss, grandmother
Max Strauss, grandfather
STUART GOLD, in Memory of
Dorothy Gold, mother
William Gold, father
Rachel Kobitz, grandmother
Louis Kobitz, grandfather
Ethel Zacroisky, grandmother
Stuart Zacroisky, grandfather
Celia Gold, great-aunt
Benjamin Gold, great-uncle
GAIL GOMBERG, in Memory of
Phyllis Fenster, mother
Stuart A. Sheppard, brother
Irene Katz, grandmother
Dr. Maxwell C. Katz, grandfather
Dr. Leatrice Katz Peck, aunt
Myrtle Gomberg, mother-in-law
Murry Gomberg, father-in-law
NORMAN GOMBERG, in Memory of
Myrtle Gomberg, mother
Murray Gomberg, father
TOBY GORELICK, in Memory of
Rose Rochman, mother
Morris Rochman, father
MICHAEL R. GORELICK, in Memory of
Caroline Gorelick, mother
Harry Gorelick, father
ELLEN GOTTLIEB, in Memory of
Herbert L. Weisman, father
Robin Hope Weisman, sister
SAMUEL GOTTLIEB, in Memory of
Arnold Gottlieb, father
HOPE GOULD, in Memory of
Barbara Weinrod, mother
Emanuel Weinrod, father
WILLIAM GOULD, in Memory of
Florence Gould, mother
Herman Gould, father
JACQUES GOULD, in Memory of
Doris Gould, wife
Regina Goldstein, mother
Moses Goldstein, father
Ella Sylvia Blankstein, mother-in-law
Edward Blankstein, father-in-law
DR. MADELYN GOULD, in Memory of
Trudy Schwartz, mother
Daniel Schwartz, father
Rose Leidner, grandmother
Harry Leidner, grandfather
SUZETTE GRAY, in Memory of
Paula D. Gershenson, mother
Milton G. Gershenson, father
BARBARA GREEN, in Memory of
Hilda Rubinstein, mother
Morris H. Rubinstein, father
Barry Rubinstein, brother
JACK A. GREEN, in Memory of
Sadie Green, mother
Sidney Green, father
Leah (Lila) Reingold, sister
Louis Reingold, brother-in-law
MURIEL GREENBLATT, in Memory of
Esther Sapir Mendick, mother
Jacob Sapir, father
Morris Mendick, stepfather
ALLAN E. GREENBLATT, in Memory of
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Bernard Diamond, father
Anita Koss, sister
Etta Diamond, grandmother
Joseph Diamond, grandfather
Cornelia Floersheim, grandmother
Otto Floersheim, grandfather

MITCHELL KOEPPEL, in Memory of
Dorothy Koeppe, father
Louis D. Koeppe, father

MEHRAN KOHANIM, in Memory of
Rahmatallah Kohanim, father

JANICE KOHN, in Memory of
Barbara Goldfarb, mother
Stanley Goldfarb, father
Jean Goldfarb, grandmother
Saul Goldfarb, grandfather
Ruth Birkner, grandmother
Sidney Birkner, grandfather

VIVIAN KOLLONSCHER, in Memory of
Aviva Aizer, mother
Edward Aizer, father
Donald Aizer, brother
Alana Aizer, cousin

MARK KOLLONSCHER, in Memory of
Zahava Kollenscher, mother
Avraham Kollenscher, father

LYNN KOONDEL, in Memory of
Bertha Kronfeld, mother
Arthur Kronfeld, father

IRA S. KOONDEL, in Memory of
Betty Koondel, mother
Benjamin Koondel, father

BREND A KOPELOWITZ, in Memory of
Rose Wilkoff, mother
Harold Cohen, father

DR. NATIE KOPELOWITZ, in Memory of
Bertha Kopelowitz Levy, mother
Israel Kopelowitz, father

DR. WALLY KOPELOWITZ, in Memory of
Bertha Kopelowitz, mother
Israel Kopelowitz, father
ELAINE LAURENCE, in Memory of
Jerome Laurence, husband
May Kopelman, mother
Jacob Linden, father
Alex Kopelman, stepfather
Ida Laurence, mother-in-law
Louis Laurence, father-in-law
David Knutsen, son-in-law

EILEEN K. LAVIN, in Memory of
Bertha Kaplan, mother
Samuel Kaplan, father
STANLEY LAVIN, in Memory of
Jean Lavin, mother
Jack Lavin, father
WALTER LEAVITT, in Memory of
Marilyn Leavitt, wife
Ethel Leavitt, mother
Irving Leavitt, father
Dora Krass, mother-in-law
Sol Krass, father-in-law
Irving Begun, uncle
Art Beroff, son-in-law

RYLIE AND NORMAN LEE, in Memory of
Jay Michael Friedman, son
RACHEL LEE, in Memory of
Harry Geist, father
Miriam Gortler, grandmother
Rabbi Itzchak Meir Gortler, grandfather
NORMAN LEE, in Memory of
Helen Ross, mother
KENNETH M. LEFF, in Memory of
Sylvia Leff, mother
Leo S. Leff, father
Clara Landberg, grandmother
Abraham Landberg, grandfather
Frieda Leff, grandmother
Benjamin Leff, grandfather
Mildred Schechter, aunt
Natalie Ruth Landberg, aunt
Leo Landberg, uncle
Pauline Landberg, aunt
Harry Landberg, uncle
Harriet Fagin, aunt
Katie Landberg, aunt
Sam Leff, uncle
Joseph Leff, uncle
Max Leff, uncle
DONNA LEFKOWITZ, in Memory of
Samuel Dyckman, father
LAWRENCE LEFKOWITZ, in Memory of
Adele Lefkowitz, mother
Samuel Lefkowitz, father
HADASSA LEGATT, in Memory of
Jerome Legatt, husband
Elias Legatt, son

VIVIENNE B. KUGLER, in Memory of
Solomon Kugler, husband
Etta Prince, mother
Michael Prince, father
Marcia Posner, sister
Mac Posner, brother-in-law
Sadie Kugler, mother-in-law
Jacob Kugler, father-in-law
Rose Crystal, sister-in-law
Gustave Crystal, brother-in-law
ELYSE KUSHEL, in Memory of
George Gimpel, father
ROBERT KUSHEL, in Memory of
Cynthia Kusel, mother
BLOSSOM KUTCHER, in Memory of
David Kutchel, husband
Erica Kutchel, daughter
Gabrielle Kutchel, daughter
Hilda Zellner, mother
Theodore Zellner, father
Fran Kutchel, mother
Charles Kutchel, father
Sophie Glickman, grandmother
Joseph Glickman, grandfather
Rebecca Zellner, grandmother
Jacob Zellner, grandfather
Lillian Fishman, aunt
Jeannette Siegel, aunt

BETTY LAGER, in Memory of
Irwin Lager, husband
Jeanette Lefkowitz, mother
Saul Lefkowitz, father
Florence Brenner, uncle
Julius Brenner, uncle
Clara Lager, mother-in-law
Max Lager, father-in-law
Riva Lager, sister-in-law
Bernard Lager, brother-in-law
Irma Lager, sister-in-law
Arthur Lager, brother-in-law
Ann Simon, sister-in-law
Gertrude Teicher, aunt
FARIBA LALEHZAR, in Memory of
Mansour Sedaghat, father
FRAN AND MARC LANGSNER,
in Memory of
Terri Langsner, sister-in-law
FRAN LANGSNER, in Memory of
Harriet Kafka Hintzer, mother
Henry Hintzer, father
Dora Kafka, grandmother
Nathan Kafka, grandfather
Freidel Wundheiler Schnitzer, grandmother
Mordechai Schnitzer, grandfather
Natalia Wundheiler, great-grandmother
MARC LANGSNER, in Memory of
Alfred Langsner, father
AUDREY LEVINE, in Memory of
Flora Pearlstein, mother
Irving Pearlstein, father
Annie Malkin, grandmother
Louis Malkin, grandfather
Mollie Pearlstein, grandmother
Morris Pearlstein, grandfather
Mary Abbey, aunt
Sadie Smith, aunt
Mathilda Alvais, aunt
Freida Pearlstein, aunt
Henry Pearlstein, uncle
Margo Mankin, niece
Marion Smith, cousin

CLARA LEVINE, in Memory of
Herbert D. Levine, husband
Bertha Young, mother
Samuel Young, father
Zelda Young, sister
Eva Nebeska, daughter-in-law
David Young, brother
Harriet Young, sister-in-law
Frances Levin, mother-in-law
Abe Levin, father-in-law

ARLENE KURLAN LEVINE, in Memory of
Roslyn Kurlan, mother
Irving Kurlan, father

DR. JACK M. LEVINE, in Memory of
Adele Levine, mother
Bernard Levine, father

NATALIE LEVINE, in Memory of
Morton Levine, husband
Dinah Webman, mother
Benjamin Webman, father
Rae Levine, mother-in-law
Irving Levine, father-in-law
Edith Kirshenbaum, sister-in-law
Laura Tilzer, daughter-in-law
Morris Rosenberg, brother-in-law

RONNY LEVINE, in Memory of
Sally Fuerth, mother
Lothar Fuerth, father
Anna Oleck, grandmother
Stanley Oleck, grandfather
Caroline Fuerth, grandmother
Siegfried Fuerth, grandfather

ROBERT A. LEVINE, in Memory of
Samuel Levine, father
Mary Levine, grandmother
Isadore Levine, grandfather
Ester Eckstein, grandmother
Hyman Eckstein, grandfather

SVETLANA LEVITIN, in Memory of
Raya Shamalova, mother
Rachel Matayev, grandmother
Azaria Chanimov, grandfather

SUSAN LEHMAN, in Memory of
Lillian Lehman, mother
Jack Lehman, father
Mary Lehman, grandmother
Samuel Lehman, grandfather
Pauline Stone, grandmother
Isadore Stone, grandfather

MARLENE LEICHTER, in Memory of
Claire Friedel, mother
Samuel Friedel, father

MORTON LEICHTER, in Memory of
Anna Leichter, mother
Harry Leichter, father

ELLEN LEIKIND, in Memory of
Friedel Sonder, mother
Arthur Sonder, father

HARRY LEIKIND, in Memory of
Lisa Leikind, mother
Itzko Leikind, father

ALICIA LEV, in Memory of
Elihu Nemiroff, uncle

NANCY BADER LEVENTHAL, in Memory of
Zelda Bader, mother
Meyer Bader, father
Esther Goodman, aunt
David Goodman, uncle
Yetta Bader, aunt
Elizabeth Maulell, aunt

MICHAEL LEVENTHAL, in Memory of
Bert Leventhal, father

DEBRA LEVI, in Memory of
Zelda Hamroff, mother
Sheldon Hamroff, father

ZION LEVI, in Memory of
Malka Levi, mother
Morad Levi, father

EMILY LEVIN, in Memory of
Rosalyn Hermanson, mother
Dr. R. Harlow Hermanson, father
Ellen Hermanson, sister

JAMES LEVIN, in Memory of
Fanny Levin, mother
Milton Levin, father

MARSHA LEVIN, in Memory of
Miriam Gemorah, mother
Morris Gemorah, father

SANDRA LEVINE, in Memory of
Aaron Levine, husband
Bruce Allen Levine, son
Bessie Smith, mother
Benjamin Smith, father
Harold Smith, brother
Sara Levine, mother-in-law
Samuel Levine, father-in-law
Adele Kohn, sister-in-law
Jay Levine, brother-in-law
Edwin Kohn, brother-in-law
Pat Levine, sister-in-law
Nathan Cohen, brother-in-law
Rita Cohen, sister-in-law
Claudia Jackson, sister-in-law
Irving Jackson, brother-in-law
JOAN LITT, in Memory of
I. Ira Litt, husband
Miriam Luskin, mother
Henry Luskin, father
Stacey Litt, daughter-in-law
Florence Litt, mother-in-law
Arthur M. Litt, father-in-law
Sydelle Rosen, sister-in-law
Frank Rosen, brother-in-law

IRIS LITTMAN, in Memory of
Elliot Littman, husband
Lee Nussenbaum, mother
Martin Nussenbaum, father
Mae Littman, mother-in-law
Joseph H.R. Littman, father-in-law

SANDRA LONDON, in Memory of
Sara Pearlman, mother
Isaac Pearlman, father

STEPHEN LONDON, in Memory of
Frieda London, mother
Sigmund London, father

SUSAN LOPATKIN, in Memory of
Rosalind Forgash, mother
Morris Forgash, father
Annie Feldman, grandmother

DR. ROBERT LOPATKIN, in Memory of
Mimi G. Lopatkin, mother
Morton Lopatkin, father

HARRIET LUBIN, in Memory of
Ann Bernstein, mother
Harold Bernstein, father

EDWARD LUBIN, in Memory of
Anna Lubin, mother
Morris Lubin, father
Larry Lubin, brother

DONNA LUDWIG, in Memory of
Jessie Freedman, mother
Rupert Freedman, father
Harold Freedman, brother
Leah Freedman, grandmother
David Freedman, grandfather
Sarah Mittelman, grandmother
David Mittelman, grandfather
Frances Goller, aunt

LAWRENCE LUDWIG, in Memory of
Ruth Ludwig Coleman, mother
Irving Ludwig, father
Louis Coleman, stepfather
Rachel Lipsky, grandmother
Benjamin Lipsky, grandfather
Sarah Ludwig, grandmother
Philip Ludwig, grandfather

DR. DANIEL LEVY, in Memory of
Wallace Levy, father

BARBARA LEVY, in Memory of
Edna Morgenstern, mother

LAWRENCE LEVY, in Memory of
Sadie Levy, mother
Martin Levy, father

RHONDA LEVY, in Memory of
Gilda Muller, mother
Tillie Hartman, grandmother
Florence Muller, grandmother
Joseph Muller, grandfather

SHELDON LEWIS, in Memory of
Yetta Lewis, mother
Jacob Lewis, father
Evelyn Metzger, sister
Julius Lewis, brother
Max Lewis, brother
Rose Lewis, sister-in-law
Harry Metzger, brother-in-law
Phil Rudich, brother-in-law
Philip Jormark, brother-in-law

DIANE M. LICHTENSTEIN, in Memory of
Helen Menies, mother
Sam Menies, father

WILMA LIEBERFARB, in Memory of
Daniel L. Lieberfarb, husband
Miriam Askenase, mother
David Askenase, father
Irwin Askenase, brother
Monica Winters, daughter-in-law

ROSALINDE AND PAUL LIEBOWITZ, in Memory of
Brian Liebowitz, son

ROSALINDE LIEBOWITZ, in Memory of
Bessie Civval, mother
David Civval, father
Hilda Ziselman, aunt
Jack Civval, uncle

PAUL LIEBOWITZ, in Memory of
Ann Liebowitz Grossman, mother
Abraham Liebowitz, father
Hon. Joel Liebowitz, brother

JUDY LIMAN, in Memory of
Irving Cohen, father

MICHAEL LIMAN, in Memory of
Harriet Liman, mother
Sol Liman, father

EVELYN LINDEN, in Memory of
Hy Barouh, father
Fortune Barouh, grandmother
Charles Barouh, grandfather

VICTOR LINELL, in Memory of
Seymour Linell, father

JUDITH LITNER, in Memory of
Dr. Martin Henry Berman, father

PAUL LITNER, in Memory of
Sally Litner, mother
William Litner, father
CARMELLA MANDON, in Memory of
Magdalena Reisfeld, mother
Mark Reisfeld, father
Malkah Spierer-Lauber, grandmother
Mordche Lauber, grandfather
Sara Reisfeld, grandmother
Pinchas Reisfeld, grandfather
Emery Lauber, uncle
Bumi Reisfeld, uncle
Eliezer Reisfeld, uncle
Klara Korosi, friend
DR. VICTOR MANDON, in Memory of
Kato Mandula, mother
David Mandula, father
Eva Paton, aunt
Nicholas Laslo, uncle
TRUDY MARKOWITZ, in Memory of
David Gelbard, father
Bruce Gelbard, brother
Zelma Waldman, aunt
STEVEN R. MARKOWITZ, in Memory of
Beatrice Markowitz, mother
Albert L. Markowitz, father
PAUL MAROOF, in Memory of
Aziz Maroof, father
NAHID MASHIHI, in Memory of
Ashraf Botesazan, mother
Yehoshua Botesazan, father
VICTOR MASHIHI, in Memory of
Matilda Louise Mashihi, mother
Khanbaba Mashihi, father
HEDA MASSUDA, in Memory of
Gusta Kughelman, mother
Solomon Kughelman, father
Rebecca Broida, grandmother
Hendel Broida, grandfather
Yenta Kughelman, grandmother
Abraham Kughelman, grandfather
Motel Kughelman, uncle
Sima Kughelman, aunt
Israel Kughelman, cousin
Josef Kughelman, uncle
Sura Kughelman, aunt
Slima Kughelman, cousin
Leib Kughelman, uncle
Golda Kughelman, aunt
Ruhel Kughelman, cousin
Peisa Kughelman, cousin
User Kughelman, uncle
Leica Kughelman, aunt
Gitel Kughelman, cousin
Rafka Kughelman, cousin
BEN MASSUDA, in Memory of
Rachel Massuda, mother
Elie Massuda, father
RACHEL MATHLESS, in Memory of
Ruth Hecht, mother
FAY MATTANA, in Memory of
Anita Kinshuck, mother
Max Kinshuck, father
RONA LUPKIN, in Memory of
Marion Lichtman, mother
William Lichtman, father
JOSEPH LUPKIN, in Memory of
Sylvia Lupkin, mother
David B. Lupkin, father
ANNE LUPKIN, in Memory of
Mary Fischler, mother
Sol Fischler, father
STANLEY LUPKIN, in Memory of
Sylvia Lupkin, mother
David B. Lupkin, father
ARLENE AND DAVID L. LURIE, in Memory of
Jacob Goldenberg, son-in-law
ARLENE LURIE, in Memory of
Ethel Kleitman, mother
Abraham Jacobson, father
Morton Jacobson, brother
DAVID L. LURIE, in Memory of
Miriam Lurie, mother
Irving H. Lurie, father
Barbara Lurie Hurwitz, sister
Alfred J. Lurie, brother
Ellen Lurie, sister-in-law
JONATHAN BUNGARD LURVEY, in Memory of
Ira Lurvey, father
SONDRA RUDIN MACK, in Memory of
Minnie Berlin Rudin, mother
George Rudin, father
DAVID MACK, in Memory of
Ruth Kaufman Mack, mother
H. Bert Mack, father
PHYLLIS MACK, in Memory of
David Maryanov, father
WILLIAM MACK, in Memory of
Ruth Kaufman Mack, mother
H. Bert Mack, father
BENHOUR MAHFAR, in Memory of
Malek Brookhim Yousefzadeh, grandfather
ROUBEN MAHFAR, in Memory of
Malek Brookhim Yousefzadeh, grandmother
MARIAN MALEKAN, in Memory of
Rahmatollah Vahidpour, father
JOAN MANDEL, in Memory of
Victor Koch, father
DAVID MANDEL, in Memory of
Esther Mandel, mother
Joseph Mandel, father
DEBORAH MOSLIN, in Memory of
Sally Goldglance, grandmother
Julia Rosenberg, grandmother
Sam Rosenberg, grandfather
Marlene Goldglance, aunt
Ann Kerner, aunt
Eli Kerner, uncle

MURRAY MOSLIN, in Memory of
Seymour Moslin, father
Ruth Kimmel, grandmother

VICKY MOUALLEM, in Memory of
Saleh Mouallem, husband
Jacques Safir, father
Rena Safir, mother
Toba Mouallem, mother-in-law
Ezra Mouallem, father-in-law
Zorig Horesh, sister-in-law
Morris Hakham, brother-in-law

SANDRA MULLER, in Memory of
Dennis Lewitas, husband
Lillian Elman, mother
Max Elman, father

ROBERT A. MULLER, in Memory of
Gilda Muller, mother
Sylvia Modlin, mother
Morris Modlin, father

JACKLIN MOGHADDAM, in Memory of
Ghodrat Ghalchty Golsaz, mother
Shokrollah Golsaz, father

CHERYL EISBERG MOIN, in Memory of
Edith Eisberg, mother
Saul Eisberg, father

SETH MOIN, in Memory of
Muriel Moin, mother

ELYAS MONAHEMI, in Memory of
Levi Monahemi, father

REGINA MONASEBIAN, in Memory of
Chana Baum, mother
Izak Baum, father

ALBERT MONASEBIAN, in Memory of
Aghdas Monasebian, mother
Rouhollah Monasebian, father

VAHIDE MORAD, in Memory of
Abraham Todjarielie, father

SALIM MORAD, in Memory of
Irene Moradoff, mother
Yacov Moradoff, father
Isaac Morad, brother
Abraham Morad, brother

WILLA N. MORRIS, in Memory of
Naomi Rosenbach, mother
Simon Rosenbach, father

ERIC N. MORRIS, in Memory of
Helen Morris, mother
Harold Morris, father

DR. HARRIET MOSER, in Memory of
Ida Handel, mother
Benjamin Handel, father

DR. HARVEY S. MOSER, in Memory of
Martha Moser, mother
Alfred Moser, father
Eugene A. Moser, brother

SEGALIT MOSHELL, in Memory of
Shabatai Marcus, grandfather
Albert Kutan, grandfather
Shaull Marcus, uncle

YURI MOSHELL, in Memory of
Paulette Moshell, wife
Tamara Moshenayov, mother
Haim Moshenayov, father
Genia Mellin, mother-in-law
Jack Mellin, father-in-law

SHERRY MODLIN, in Memory of
Constance (Connie) Frankel, mother
Charles Frankel, father

ROBERT MODLIN, in Memory of
Laura B. Modlin, mother
Sylvia Modlin, mother
Morris Modlin, father
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GLORIA NACHMANOFF, in Memory of
Sari Green, mother
Mendel Green, father
Zenaida Green, sister
Leon Lebo, uncle

ESTELLE NADLER, in Memory of
Irving Nadler, husband and
father of Andrew Nadler
Rae Silberberg, mother
Joseph A. Silberberg, father
Seymour Silberberg, brother

ANNETTE NAGER, in Memory of
Melvin Nager, husband
Norman Nager, son
Jennie Leibowitz, mother
Harry Leibowitz, father
Morton Leibowitz, brother
Jerry Leibowitz, brother
Helen Nager, mother-in-law
Ben Nager, father-in-law
Hermine Sue Trinkofsky, sister-in-law

SEGALIT MOSHELL, in Memory of
Paulette Moshell, wife
Tamara Moshenayov, mother
Haim Moshenayov, father
Genia Mellin, mother-in-law
Jack Mellin, father-in-law
RUTH AND HAROLD NELKIN, in Memory of
Leslie Andrew Nelkin, son
RUTH NELKIN, in Memory of
Selma Thalheimer, mother
Leo Thalheimer, father
HAROLD NELKIN, in Memory of
Daisy Nelkin, mother
George Nelkin, father
RAEANN NEMIROFF, in Memory of
Hilda Gerbs, mother
Martin Gerbs, father
ASHLEY NEMIROFF, in Memory of
Bella R. Nemiroff, mother
Israel Nemiroff, M.D., father
Elihu Nemiroff, brother
JACQUELINE AND IRA NESENOFF,
BRANDON, JORDAN AND HEATHER,
in Memory of
Ed Kalimian, beloved father and
grandfather
MELISSA S. NEWMAN, in Memory of
Linda Schlegel, mother
Stanley Schlegel, father
Yvette Schlegel, grandmother
Joseph Schlegel, grandfather
Jean Schlegel, aunt
FERESHTEH NIR, in Memory of
Yahya Semahdavid, father
ELIHU NIR, in Memory of
Rachel Nir, mother
Abraham Nir, father
DR. SHIRLEY NOCHOMOVITZ, in Memory of
Dr. Lucien Nochomovitz, husband
Maurice Papilsky, father
 Gillian Cohen, sister
Myra Nochomovitz, mother-in-law
TOBY NOREN, in Memory of
Eleanor Novins, mother
Harry Novins, father
GARY NOREN, in Memory of
Lillian Norensky, mother
Daniel Norensky, father
Irwin Noren, brother
BUNNY NORTH, in Memory of
Jules North, husband
Jennie Bachenheimer, mother
Siegfried Bachenheimer, father
Cussie Novlotsky, mother-in-law
Morris Novlotsky, father-in-law
ESTHER NYSENBAUM, in Memory of
Micheline Lissek, mother
BARRY NYSENBAUM, in Memory of
Arthur Nysenbaum, father
MOLLIE NYSTAD, in Memory of
Harry Nystad, husband
Phyllis Nystad Brodlieb, daughter
Bertha Polakoff, sister
SHOHEREH NAIM AND JOSEPH
SHAVOLIAN, in Memory of
Hooei Shavolian, mother
MARK, SAMY, AND GEORGE NAIM,
in Memory of
Naima Zadik Naim, mother
FANNY NAROTZKY, in Memory of
Eva Kawalek, mother
Pincus Lazer, father
Binia Kawalek, aunt
Mannes Kawalek, uncle
Sara Hessing, aunt
Leon Hessing, uncle
Munio Hessing, uncle
ALFRED NAROTZKY, in Memory of
Minnie Narotzky, mother
Harry Narotzky, father
Ari Refuel Tjaden, nephew
PAULA NASS, in Memory of
Frieda Stark, mother
Isadore Stark, father
SEYMOUR NASS, in Memory of
Anna Nass, mother
Abe Nass, father
SARI NATHAN, in Memory of
Anna Leichter, grandmother
Harry Leichter, grandfather
AMY NATHANSON, in Memory of
Evelyn Kaufman, mother
Leon Kaufman, father
DR. DAVID NATHANSON, in Memory of
Lorraine Nathanson, mother
Norman Nathanson, father
RANDY NAVO, in Memory of
Jack Chernoff, father
DAVID NAVO, in Memory of
Avram Navo, father
SHAROKH NAZARIAN, in Memory of
Rachel Mounes Nazarian, mother
Isaac Nazarian, father
JOSE NEBRO, in Memory of
Isabel Maria Rios Nebro, sister
ALIEH NEJAT, in Memory of
Jamileh Brookhim, mother
Dr. Moussa Brookhim, father
DR. IRAJ NEJAT, in Memory of
Eshrat Nejat, mother
Asher Nejat, father
Dr. Nejatollah Nejat, brother
LIDA NEJAT, in Memory of
Gilan Ohebshalom, mother
Moussa Ohebshalom, father
Paul Isaac Ohebshalom, brother
DR. MOOSA NEJAT, in Memory of
Eshrat Nejat, mother
Asher Nejat, father
Dr. Nejatollah Nejat, brother
JUDITH ORENSTEIN, in Memory of
Ruth Richards, mother
Judah Richards, father
MICHAIL L. ORENSTEIN, in Memory of
Augusta L. Orenstein, mother
Charles Orenstein, father
Jules E. (Jed) Orenstein, brother
SYLVIA ORENSTEIN, in Memory of
Seymour Orenstein, husband
Shirley Barlin, mother
Herman Barlin, father Minnie
Orenstein, mother-in-law
Marrius Orenstein, father-in-law
RITA ORTNER, in Memory of
Simone Wolf, mother
David Wolf, father
Dora Thaler-Teitelbaum, grandmother
Joseph Thaler, grandfather
Rachel Wolf, grandmother
Elias Wolf, grandfather
MELVIN ORTNER, in Memory of
Mildred Ortner, mother
Simon Ortner, father
Anna Fettner, grandmother
Charles Fettner, grandfather
AZIN OSTAD, in Memory of
Ezra Roofeh, father
Soly Roofeh, cousin

SANDRA PALEY, in Memory of
Warren D. Paley, husband
Lillian Belitz, mother
Edward Belitz, father
Rose Paley, mother-in-law
Sam Paley, father-in-law
OFRA PANZER, in Memory of
Meir Zippor, father
Adi J. Zippor, brother
DR. ROBERT PANZER, in Memory of
Phyllis E. Panzer, mother
William Panzer, father
ARLENE PARKER, in Memory of
Dorothy Jaffe, mother
Max Jaffe, father
Ray Marvell, grandmother
Max Marvell, grandfather
Abraham Gobratoff, great uncle
Sarah Jaffe, grandmother
Hyman Jaffe, grandfather
Mildred Oscher, grand aunt

WENDY FRIED OGINSKI, in Memory of
Norman Fried, father
GERALD OGINSKI, in Memory of
Miriam Oginski-Silver, mother
ABNER OHEBSHALOM, in Memory of
Pouran Ohebshalom, mother
Yousef Shalom Ohebshalom, father
DAVID OHEBSHALOM, in Memory of
Pouran Ohebshalom, mother
Yousef Ohebshalom, father
RACHELLE OHEBSHALOM, in Memory of
Jamileh Nazarian, mother
Zakaria Nazarian, father
DR. EBBI OHEBSHALOM, in Memory of
Gilan Ohebshalom, mother
Moussa Ohebshalom, father
Paul Isaac Ohebshalom, brother
FRED OHEBSHALOM, in Memory of
Gilan Ohebshalom, mother
Moussa Ohebshalom, father
Paul Isaac Ohebshalom, brother
NADER OHEBSHALOM, in Memory of
Gilan Ohebshalom, mother
Moussa Ohebshalom, father
Paul Isaac Ohebshalom, brother
MINU OHEBSHALOM, in Memory of
Farhong Sara Kalimian, mother
Mordechai Kalimian, father
Ed Kalimian, brother
DR. ROBERT OHEBSHALOM, in Memory of
Gilan Ohebshalom, mother
Moussa Ohebshalom, father
Paul Isaac Ohebshalom, brother
SHEILA OLIVER, in Memory of
Adelle Stahl, mother
Sam Stahl, father
DR. HERMAN OLIVER, in Memory of
Esther Oliver, mother
Albert Oliver, father
Ruth Oliver, sister
Richard Oliver, brother
LOUISE SEGAL OPPENHEIMER, in Memory of
Doris Segal, mother
Fay Itzkowitz, grandmother
Sam Itzkowitz, grandfather
Shena Segal, grandmother
Hyman A. Segal, grandfather
PETER OPPENHEIMER, in Memory of
Margot Oppenheimer, mother
Ernest Oppenheimer, father
HARRIET ORENSTEIN, in Memory of
Jules E. (Jed) Orenstein, husband
Fritzi Hodesblatt, mother
Max Hodesblatt, father
Augusta L. Orenstein, mother-in-law
Charles Orenstein, father-in-law
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SHEILA OLIVER, in Memory of
Adelle Stahl, mother
Sam Stahl, father
DR. HERMAN OLIVER, in Memory of
Esther Oliver, mother
Albert Oliver, father
Ruth Oliver, sister
Richard Oliver, brother
LOUISE SEGAL OPPENHEIMER, in Memory of
Doris Segal, mother
Fay Itzkowitz, grandmother
Sam Itzkowitz, grandfather
Shena Segal, grandmother
Hyman A. Segal, grandfather
PETER OPPENHEIMER, in Memory of
Margot Oppenheimer, mother
Ernest Oppenheimer, father
HARRIET ORENSTEIN, in Memory of
Jules E. (Jed) Orenstein, husband
Fritzi Hodesblatt, mother
Max Hodesblatt, father
Augusta L. Orenstein, mother-in-law
Charles Orenstein, father-in-law
REBECCA PHILLIPS, in Memory of
David Cohen, father
Louisa Cohen Schneider, sister
DR. MALCOLM PHILLIPS, in Memory of
Frederick Phillips, father
NEAL PICKER, in Memory of
Donald Picker, father
ELSA PINCUS, in Memory of
William Pincus, husband
Lanni Tama, daughter
Dora Bronson, mother
Benjamin Bronson, father
Dora Pincus, mother-in-law
Louis Pincus, father-in-law
Beatrice Levine, sister-in-law
SUSAN PLEAN, in Memory of
Shirley Siegelman, mother
Stanley Siegelman, father
HERMINE PLOTNICK, in Memory of
Dr. Samuel Plotnick, husband
Rabbi Michael Tayvah, son
David Eliezer Plotnick, son
Lily Ortner Deutsch, mother
Zola G. Deutsch, father
Margaret Rerek, sister
Fay Plotnick, mother-in-law
David Plotnick, father-in-law
Jacob Plotnick, brother-in-law
DANIELA SARRAF POLLACK, in Memory of
Moussa Sarraf, father
ELI POLLACK, in Memory of
Aryeh Lev Pollack, father
SUSAN PORETSKY, in Memory of
Sylvia Miller, mother
Paul Miller, father
Michael Miller, brother
JOEL PORETSKY, in Memory of
Philip Poretsky, father
LEILA POSNER, in Memory of
Gladyss Horowitz, mother
Benjamin Horowitz, father
Harold Horowitz, brother
MILTON POSNER, in Memory of
Rose Posner, mother
Bernard Posner, father
ROMINA POUR, in Memory of
Moussa Kahen, father
DAVID POUR, in Memory of
Dr. Shmuel Eshaghpour, father
Isaac Eshaghpour, uncle
ROBYN PARKET, in Memory of
Ruth Kaufman, grandmother
Harry Kaufman, grandfather
Eleanor Heller, grandmother
Albert Heller, grandfather
JEFFREY PARKET, in Memory of
Reba Parket, mother
NOELLE PARKET, in Memory of
Philip Kramer, father
Esther Greenberger, grandmother
Samuel Greenberger, grandfather
Malvina Kramer, grandmother
Saul Kramer, grandfather
DR. I. ROBERT PARKET, in Memory of
Reba Parket, wife
Anna Parket, mother
Henrietta Parket, mother
Samuel Parket, father
David Parket, brother
Rose Soberman, mother-in-law
Samuel Soberman, father-in-law
M. H. PARNES, in Memory of
Gloria Parnes, mother
Bernard Parnes, father
Helen Parnes, grandmother
Jack Parnes, grandfather
Sophia Orloff, grandmother
Harry Orloff, grandfather
Milton Orloff, uncle
MILTON ORLOFF, great uncle
JAMES PEARLMAN, in Memory of
Mildred Pearlman, mother
Murray Pearlman, father
JANICE PELZ, in Memory of
Dr. Herman Pelz, husband
Mina Gersten, mother
Sheridan Gersten, father
Sima Pelz, mother-in-law
Elias Pelz, father-in-law
MADELINE BERNICE PERESS, in Memory of
Helen Jacobs, mother
JAMILE AHARON PERESS, in Memory of
Liliane Peress, mother
Naim Peress, father
Sabah Peress, brother
SHIRLEY PERLMAN, in Memory of
Philip Perlman, husband
Anna Rapp, mother
Benjamin Rapp, father
Leah Perlman, mother-in-law
Joshua Perlman, father-in-law
MURIEL PFEIFER, in Memory of
Thelma Kassalow, mother
Edward Symonds Kassalow, father
LEONARD PFEIFER, in Memory of
Blanche Pfeifer, mother
Oscar Pfeifer, father
SUAD RABY, in Memory of
Khatoon Akairib, mother
Baroukh Akairib, father
DR. ALBERT RABY, in Memory of
Gourjia Raby, mother
Meir Raby, father
Abdullah Raby, brother
Violet Michael, sister
Selim Dabby, brother-in-law
Dr. Gouri Ji Raby, brother
Edward Raby, brother
BARBARA RACHMAN, in Memory of
Betty Binik, mother
Sam Binik, father
DAVID J. RACHMAN, in Memory of
Mildred Rachman, mother
Harry Rachman, father
SIMA RAFII, in Memory of
Touran Rafii, mother
Daniel Rafii, father
DR. FEREIDOON RAFII, in Memory of
Mouluk Rafii, mother
Yehuda Rafii, father
YVONNE RAKOWITZ, in Memory of
Renee N. David, mother
Nissim Isaac David, father
DR. FREDERIC RAKOWITZ, in Memory of
Sarah Samwick, grandmother
Eli Samwick, grandfather
JOSEPH RASTEGAR, in Memory of
Louise Rastegar, mother
Shamuel Rastegar, father
DENISE RATNER, in Memory of
Sonia Savitzky, mother
Meyer Savitzky, father
DR. SANFORD RATNER, in Memory of
Dr. Lilian Ratner, mother
Dr. Harold Ratner, father
HERBERT RAVITZ, in Memory of
Florence Ravitz, wife
Sarah Ravitz, mother
Albert Ravitz, father
Claire Ruditsky, mother-in-law
Charles Ruditsky, father-in-law
Sylvia Rieders, in Memory of
Herbert Rieders, husband
Pauline Klein, mother
Charles Klein, father
Philip Klein, brother
William M. Klein, brother
Lottie Rieders, mother-in-law
Leo Rieders, father-in-law
CARY RINGEL, in Memory of
Dr. Harry L. Ringel, father
DR. EDITH ROBBINS, in Memory of
Sara Shultz, mother
Dr. Leon Shultz, father
Jean Louise Dalton, N.D., sister
Deborah Shultz Creane, sister
PETER ROBBINS, in Memory of
Clara Mereminsky Robbins, mother

MOJGAN POURMORADI, in Memory of
Moshe Khodadadian, uncle
OMID POURMORADI, in Memory of
Jacob Pourmoradi, uncle
SHALA POURMORADI, in Memory of
Dr. Aziz Victory, father
PARVIZ POURMORADI, in Memory of
Tala Pourmoradi, mother
Meir Pourmoradi, father
Nemat Pourmoradi, brother
Jacob (Jack) Pourmoradi, brother
DR. DANIEL POWSNER, in Memory of
Lillian Powsner, mother
Samson Powsner, father
ELLEN PROPP, in Memory of
Stella Honig, mother
William Honig, father
THEODORE PROPP, in Memory of
Dina Propp, mother
Jacob S. Propp, father
Josephine Propp Laitman, sister
Seymour Propp, brother
Sidney Propp, brother
CINDY PROSS, in Memory of
Naomi Pross, mother
Dr. Philip Pross, father
JEANNE PULVER, in Memory of
Howard Pulver, husband and father
Shirley Hirsch, mother
Moe Hirsch, father
Saul Pulver, father-in-law
Tessie Pulver, mother-in-law
Allan Feldman
MARK PUTTER, in Memory of
Murray Putter, father
EILEEN PUTTERMAN, in Memory of
Rose Goldstein Goldberg, mother
Louis Goldstein, father
Melvin Goldstein, brother
Jerome Goldstein, brother
MILTON PUTTERMAN, in Memory of
Rae Puttermen, mother
Max Puttermen, father

CAROL RABIN, in Memory of
Stella Forer, mother
Edward Forer, father
Sylvia Zucker, aunt
DR. SHELDON RABIN, in Memory of
Lenore Rabin, mother
Albert Rabin, father
Jerome Rabin, brother
SANDY ROSEN, in Memory of
Mildred Puro Pittman, mother
Joseph Puro, father
Howard Pittman, stepfather
Carol Sue Puro, sister
Anna Lillian, grandmother
Meyer Lillian, grandfather
Hilda Puro, grandmother
Nathan Puro, grandfather
Herbert Lillian, uncle
Sy Lillian, uncle
WALTER ROSEN, in Memory of
Mildred Puro Pittman, mother-in-law
ELI ROSENBAUM, in Memory of
Gloria Rosenbaum, wife
Betty Rosenbaum, mother
Sara Hirsch, mother-in-law
Isidore Hirsch, father-in-law
Rosalyn Shervan, sister-in-law
Bernard Shervan, brother-in-law
HARRIET ROSENBAUM, in Memory of
Seymour Rosenbaum, husband
Anna Epstein, mother
Morris Epstein, father
Edith E. Wayne, sister
Irving Epstein, brother
Dora Rosenbaum, mother-in-law
Jack Rosenbaum, father-in-law
SERINA ROSENBAUM, in Memory of
Elliott Mammon, father
MARLON, ROBERT AND JESSICA
ROSENBAUM, in Memory of
Gloria Rosenbaum, mother
WILLA ROSENBERG, in Memory of
Sylvia Sternbach, mother
JOSEPH J. ROSENBERG, in Memory of
Helen J. Rosenberg, mother
Morris H. Rosenberg, father
Harry J. Rosenberg, brother
MIMI ROSENBERG, STEVEN, MICHAEL
AND MARTIN, in Memory of
Kenneth Rosenberg, husband
and father
MIMI ROSENBERG, in Memory of
Jacob Boltino, friend
Bella Kosow, mother and grandmother
Elias Meyer Kosow, father and grandfather
SANDY ROSENBERG, in Memory of
Norman Rosenberg, husband
ELISSA ROSENGARTEN, in Memory of
Rita Shron, mother
William Shron, father
Barbara Shron, aunt
WILLIAM ROSENGARTEN, in Memory of
Morris Rosengarten, father
ELLEN ROSENMANN, in Memory of
Mildred Lederman, mother
Sol Lederman, father
MARTIN A. ROSENMANN, in Memory of
Esther Pivnick, mother
Harold Rosenman, father
CAROLE RODNICK, in Memory of
Warren Rodnick, husband
Minnie Smoler, mother
Benjamin Smoler, father
Sada Rodnick, mother-in-law
Maxwell Rodnick, father-in-law
ELLEN ROISMAN, in Memory of
Ruth Goldman, mother
Bert Goldman, father
ROGER MARC ROISMAN, in Memory of
Leon Roisman, father
DR. ANOUSHIRAVAN ROKHSAR,
in Memory of
Sanambar Rokhsar, mother
Shamouil Rokhsar, father
Nayereh Saidara, sister
FAYE ROKHSAR, in Memory of
Robert Copeland, father
Rose Matzkin, grandmother
Harry Matzkin, grandfather
DR. JOSEPH ROKHSAR, in Memory of
Sara Shalom Rokhsar, mother
Menache Rokhsar, father
YAS JASMINE ROKHSAR, in Memory of
Sadatmand Morad, father
DR. MARILYN PEARL ROLAND,
in Memory of
Jean Pearl, mother
Daniel Pearl, father
Hazel Epstein, sister
DR. NORMAN ROLAND, in Memory of
Hannah Roland, mother
Jack Roland, father
Frank Bloom, D.V.M., uncle
DALIA ROOFEH, in Memory of
Mehdi Meyer Tubian, father
MOZAFFAR ROOFEH, in Memory of
Baba Meyer Roofeh, father
GITA ROSE, in Memory of
Michael Rose, husband
Rachel Gal, mother
Emanuel Geller, father
Rachel Geller, stepmother
Rozalie Rosenbaum, mother-in-law
Hirsh Rosenbaum, father-in-law
David Rosenbaum, brother-in-law
DR. MILTON ROSEN, in Memory of
Fannie Rosen, mother
Samuel Rosen, father
Jane Rogoff, sister
PAUL ROTHBAUM, in Memory of
Jean Rothbaum, wife
Dr. David Rothbaum, son
Rose Rothbaum, mother
Herman Rothbaum, father
Genia Rothbaum, sister
Sophia Rothbaum, sister
Sara Rothbaum Schlifka, grandmother
Golda Schlifka, grandmother
Solomon Schlifka, grandfather
Isaac Schlifka, uncle
Moshe Rothbaum, uncle
Jacob Rothbaum, uncle
Rifka Rothbaum, aunt
Lola Schleicher, aunt
Markus Schleicher, uncle
Eva Schleicher, aunt
Jacob Schleicher, uncle
Arthur Schleicher, cousin
Arthur and Izzio Wiesman, cousins
Yettie Wiesman, grandmother
Chaim Wiesman, grandfather
Samuel Wiesman, uncle
Itzhak Wiesman, uncle
Sruel Wiesman, uncle
Dora Wiesman, aunt
Ettie Wiesman, aunt
Karol Wiesman, cousin
Marck Wiesman, cousin
Chaya Roth, aunt
Paysach Roth, uncle
Bronia Rothbaum, mother-in-law
David Rothbaum, father-in-law

ELLEN ROTHBAUM, in Memory of
Anna Herman, grandmother
Jacob Herman, grandfather
Elia Mendelsohn, grandfather
Beckie Lieber, grandmother
Joseph Lieber, grandfather

DR. STEVEN ROTHBAUM, in Memory of
Jean Rothbaum, mother
Dr. David Rothbaum, brother
Rose Rothbaum, grandmother
Herman Rothbaum, grandfather
Bronia Rothbaum, grandmother
David Rothbaum, grandfather

ANN ROSENTHAL, in Memory of
Rabbi Benjamin L. Teller, father
RABBI GILBERT ROSENTHAL, in Memory of
Anna W. Rosenthal, mother
Dr. I.A. Rosenthal, father

TSVIA ROSENTHAL, in Memory of
Dr. Jerome Rosenthal, husband
Sima Gendler, mother
Moshe Gendler, father
Ida Rosenthal, mother-in-law
Herman Rosenthal, father-in-law

MICHELE ROSENTHAL, in Memory of
I Irving Buller, father

YARON ROSENTHAL, in Memory of
Zahava Rosenthal, mother
Zvi Rosenthal, father

CARL M. ROSS, in Memory of
Frances Rosenbloom, mother
Ely Rosenbloom, father

CHERYL ROSS, in Memory of
Dr. William Ross, husband
Raymond Sultan, father
Daniel Ross, father-in-law

SUSAN ROSSMAN, in Memory of
Marta Oppenheimer, mother
Oskar Oppenheimer, father
Malcolm Rossman
Ismar Reich

RABBI AMY E. ROTH, in Memory of
Marian Roth, mother

NANCI ROTH, in Memory of
Ruth White, mother
Frank White, father
Jeffrey White, brother

LARRY ROTH, in Memory of
Rachel Roth, mother
Sidney Roth, father

SUSAN ROTHBAUM, in Memory of
Saul David Bouer, father
Fannie Becker, grandmother
Isadore Becker, grandfather
Rose Bouer, grandmother
Louis Bouer, grandfather

DR. HAL ROTHBAUM, in Memory of
Jean Rothbaum, mother
Dr. David Rothbaum, brother
Bronia Rothbaum, grandmother
David Rothbaum, grandfather
Herman Rothbaum, grandfather
Rose Rothbaum, grandmother
Bruce Gerstein, uncle
EDNA SARAF, in Memory of
Haim Sarafzadeh, husband
Salha Bagdidi, mother
Ayoob Bagdadi, father

HANA SARAF, in Memory of
Moussa Sarraf, husband
Farhang Sara Kalimian, mother
Mordecai Kalimian, father
Ed Kalimian, brother
Keshvar Sarraf, mother-in-law
Yochanan Sarraf, father-in-law
Erein Tishbi, sister-in-law
Malka Yehuda, sister-in-law
Rebi Mayar Sarraf, brother-in-law
Yahzgel-Haim Sarraf, brother-in-law
Mordecai ben Yochanan Sarraf, brother-in-law

CHAHNAZ SASSOUNI, in Memory of
Jamileh Brookhim, mother
Dr. Moussa Brookhim, father

KHOSROW SASSOUNI, in Memory of
Heshmat Sassouni, mother
David Sassouni, father
Shahla Ester Sassouni, sister
Eli Sassouni, brother

RAFAEL SASSOUNI, in Memory of
Maryam Sassouni, mother

REBECCA YOUSEFZADEH SASSOUNI, in Memory of
Malek Brookhim Yousefzadeh, grandmother

LOIS SAZER, in Memory of
Martin Kolen, father and grandfather

GARY SAZER, in Memory of
David Sazer, father and grandfather

HELENE SCHACHTER, in Memory of
Joseph Schachter, husband
Aida Schwartz, mother
William Schwartz, father
Mary Schachter, mother-in-law
Marcus Schachter, father-in-law
J. Kenneth Schachter, brother-in-law
S. Sidney Schachter, brother-in-law
Myron Schachter, brother-in-law

PURNIMA SCHACHTER, in Memory of
Lillian Schachter, mother
Moe Schachter, father
Steven Jay Schachter, brother
Esther Schachter, grandmother
Max Schachter, grandfather
Lena Schair, grandmother
Benjamin Schair, grandfather
Jean Schachter, aunt
Nathan Schair, uncle
Sidney Schair, uncle
Arthur Schair, uncle

DR. ZINA RUTKIN-BECKER, in Memory of
Nat Rutkin, father

DR. ROBERT RUTKIN-BECKER, in Memory of
Florence Becker, mother
Lou Becker, father

S

THELMA SAHN, in Memory of
Jack G. Sah, husband
Belle Spanbock, mother
Benjamin Spanbock, father
Lillian Sahn, mother-in-law
Samuel Sahn, father-in-law
Chester Sahn, brother-in-law
Arthur Sahn, brother-in-law

WENDY SALES, in Memory of
Sylvia Seligman, mother
Abraham Seligman, father

ANA MARIA SALIT, in Memory of
Elisa Reiner, mother
Vladimiro Reiner, father
Dora Babsky, grandmother

MALCOLM SALIT, in Memory of
Ina Salit, mother
Max Salit, father
Leonard Salit, brother

ERIC SALOMON, in Memory of
Marta Salomon, mother
Henry Salomon, father

JANE SALZBERG, in Memory of
Belle Rosenthal, mother
Dr. Herbert B. Rosenthal, father
Dr. Robert Rosenthal, brother
Cynthia Rosenthal, sister-in-law

BARRY SALZBERG, in Memory of
Dr. David Salzberg, father
Lani Hopp, sister

SYLVIA SALZBERG, in Memory of
Dr. David Salzberg, husband
Lani Hopp, daughter
Esther Kurzon, mother
Joseph Kurzon, father

SHIRLEY SAMANSKY, in Memory of
J. Leonard Samansky, husband
Molly Farber, mother
Max Farber, father
Edna Samansky, mother-in-law
Justice Frank S. Samansky, father-in-law

SABIEH (MARCELL) SAMEYAH, in Memory of
Farha Mizrahi, mother
Abraham Mizrahi, father
Sammy Mizrahi, brother

SHLOMO SAMEYAH, in Memory of
Sara Sameyah, mother
David Sameyah, father
MICKI SCHILDKRAUT, in Memory of
Ruth Shuman, mother
Lionel Shuman, father

DOHN S. SCHILDKRAUT, in Memory of
Tamara Schildkraut, mother
Eugene Schildkraut, father
Cary Schildkraut, brother
Anna Schildkraut, grandmother
Samuel Schildkraut, grandfather
Kalman Schildkraut, uncle
Rose Kranzer, aunt
Sol Schildkraut, great-uncle
Itta Slobodkina, grandmother
SOLON SLOBODKIN, grandfather
Esphyr Slobodkina-Urqhart, aunt
Martyrs of Quiryat Shemona
Martyrs of Maalot

THE SCHINDLER CHILDREN, in Memory of
Joe P. Schindler, father
Helen Schindler, grandmother
Henry Schindler, grandfather
Helen Hoffberg, grandmother
Samuel I. Hoffberg, grandfather

JOSHUA SCHIOWITZ AND ELLEN ELLIS, in Memory of
Lillian Schiowitz, mother
Dr. Stanley Schiowitz, father
Judith Schiowitz, sister
Bertha Schiowitz, grandfather
Hyman Schiowitz, grandfather
Debby Naftulin, Aunt
Pincus Katzoff, Uncle

NANCY SCHLESSEL, in Memory of
Rhoda Golob, mother
Maury Golob, father

DR. JERROLD SCHLESSEL, in Memory of
Sarah Schlessel, mother
Bernard Schlessel, father

RONI SCHLOSS, in Memory of
Eugene Arons, father

STEVEN SCHLOSS, in Memory of
Bernice Schloss, mother and grandmother

MARILYN SCHNEIDER, in Memory of
Ira Schneider, husband
Sylvia Goldman, mother
Gad Goldman, father
Sylvia Schneider, mother-in-law
Adele Fishman, mother-in-law
Irving Fishman, father-in-law
Julius Schneider, father-in-law

PHYLLIS ROSE, in Memory of
Ida Galishoff, mother
Isadore Galishoff, father

IRWIN MARSHALL SCHAMES, in Memory of
Sandra Schames, wife
Sylvia Schames, mother
Benjamin Schames, father
Jody Schames, brother

JOY, STEWART AND ADAM SCHARFMAN, in Memory of
Spenser Scharfman
Sarah Scharfman
Barbara F. Zimmerman
Milton W. Hamolsky, father
William B. Scharfman

MARK SCHECHNER, in Memory of
Helen (Lynn) Schechner, mother

FRADELLE SCHRIFREN, in Memory of
Harvey Schrifren, husband
Pauline Katz, mother
Dr. Hyman E. Katz, father
A. Jerome Ganz, uncle
Irene Schrifren, mother-in-law
Alexander Schrifren, father-in-law
Barbara Dragoumis, sister-in-law
Eileen Schupack, sister-in-law

JONI SCHEIDT, in Memory of
Naomi Abusch, mother
Harvey Abusch, father

RUTH SCHELBERG, in Memory of
Benjamin Novotny, father
Jacqueline Schelberg, mother-in-law
Richard Schelberg, father-in-law

NEAL SCHELBERG, in Memory of
Jacqueline Schelberg, mother
Richard Schelberg, father

SUANNE SCHELBERG, in Memory of
Lillian Siegal, mother
Louis Siegal, father

DAVID SCHERR, in Memory of
Ruth Scherr, mother
Herman Scherr, father

JAIME SCHIFF, in Memory of
Harriet Schiff, wife
Hermine (Magda) Schiff, mother
Leopold Schiff, father
Herta Rothschild, mother-in-law
Sali Rothschild, father-in-law

ELSIE SCHIFF, in Memory of
Margie Levin, mother
Leonard Levin, father

MARK SCHIEF, in Memory of
Mae A. Schiff, mother
Allen Schiff, father
DARYL SCHULMAN, in Memory of Grace Barkas, mother
Arty Barkas, father
MALKAH SCHULMAN, in Memory of Fanny Baldinger, mother
Charles Baldinger, father
Bette Nussbaum, sister
Dr. Sheldon R. Baldinger, brother
NAOMI SCHULMAN, in Memory of Sol Schulman, husband
Clara Mirkin, mother
Samuel Mirkin, father
Susan Gray, sister
Gertrude Schulman, mother-in-law
Jacob H. Schulman, father-in-law
Albert M. Rogall, grandfather
BARBARA SCHULTZ, in Memory of Marilyn Rogers, mother
David Rogers, father
Pauline Leibowitz Fink, grandmother
LEONARD SCHULTZ, in Memory of Vivian Schultz, mother
Bernard Schultz, father
Katie Schultz, grandmother
Nathan Schultz, grandfather
Hannah Schoenhaus, aunt
JOAN SCHUSSHEIM, in Memory of Dr. Arnold Schussheim, husband
Gertrude Yares, mother
Irving Yares, father
Bertha Weiner, grandmother
Harry Weiner, grandfather
Samuel Weiner, uncle
Frieda Schussheim, mother-in-law
Irving Schussheim, father-in-law
Leonard Schussheim, brother-in-law
ELLEN SCHWARTZ, in Memory of Dr. Herman Pelz, father
DR. DAVID SCHWARTZ, in Memory of Joseph Schwartz, father
LORI BETH SCHWARTZ, in Memory of Rebeca Horowitz, mother
DAVID H. SCHWARTZ, in Memory of Florence Schwartz, mother
Dr. Sol Schwartz, father
PATTY SCHNEIDER, in Memory of Lawrence Schneider, husband
Nanette Raab, mother
Edwin Raab, father
Anna Raab, grandmother
Harry Raab, grandfather
Florence Frank, grandmother
Herman Frank, grandfather
Leona Schneider, mother-in-law
Milton Schneider, father-in-law
MERRILL SCHNEIDERMAN, in Memory of Dr. Walter Schreiber, father
Edward C. Lerner, cousin
DR. MEL SCHNEIDERMAN, in Memory of Sylvia Schneiderman, mother
Frank Schneiderman, father
Pauline Tanzer, aunt
Bella Menkes, aunt
Julius Menkes, uncle
BELA SCHOENFELD, in Memory of Gerda Todtenkopf, mother
Harry Todtenkopf, father
MELVIN SCHOENFELD, in Memory of Ida Schoenfeld, mother
Philip Schoenfeld, father
Lester Schoenfeld, brother
LORRAINE AND HERBERT SCHOTTENFELD, in Memory of Mordecai (Michael) Schottenfeld, son
LORRAINE SCHOTTENFELD, in Memory of Pauline Balter, mother
Herman Balter, father
HERBERT SCHOTTENFELD, in Memory of Fannie Schottenfeld, mother
Baruch Schottenfeld, father
CAROL SCHREIBER, in Memory of Dr. Walter Schreiber, husband
Bertha Goldfarb, mother
Samuel Goldfarb, father
Eva Schreiber, mother-in-law
Louis Schreiber, father-in-law
Leonard Aibel, brother-in-law
Edward C. Lerner, cousin
BILHA SHEFFY, in Memory of
Avraham Fuchs, father

ABRAHAM SHEFFY, in Memory of
Dvorah Sheffy, mother
Baruch Sheffy, father

ELLYN SHEIDLOWER, in Memory of
Arnold Sheidlower, husband
Norma Cohen, mother
Nathan Cohen, father
Edmond Roy Cohen, brother
Eva Sheidlower, mother-in-law
Henry Sheidlower, father-in-law

ELHAM SHENASSA, in Memory of
Eshagh (Isac) Solouki, father

DEBRA SHEPSMAN, in Memory of
Bernard Richer, father

STEVEN SHEPSMAN, in Memory of
Jack Shepsman, father

NANCY SHERMAN, JAMIE AND ILANA,
in Memory of
Sol Sherman, father and grandfather

LINDA SHERMAN, in Memory of
Sylvia Shatano, mother
Boris Shatano, father

DR. PETER SHERMAN, in Memory of
Gertie Sherman, mother
Willie Sherman, father

TARANEH SHIRAZI, in Memory of
Edmon Moshe Benaresh, father

DR. FARZAN SHIRAZI, in Memory of
Ferydoon Raphael Shirazi, father

SHARONA SHIRAZI, in Memory of
Levi Monahemi, father

DR. MOSHE SHIRAZI, in Memory of
Asher Haroouni Shirazi, father

JACQUELINE SHIRIAN, in Memory of
Said Shirian, husband
Daniel Khoshad, father
Ashraf Ohebsion, aunt

MICHELLE, MARK AND SHAWN SHIRIAN,
in Memory of
Said Shirian, father

TEHILLA SIEGEL, in Memory of
Cantor Benjamin Siegel
Betty Levious, mother
Moshe Levious, father
Ida Siegelman, mother-in-law
Rev. Samuel Siegelman, father-in-law

WALTER SIEGEL, in Memory of
Philip Siegel, father

STUART SILBERG, in Memory of
Irving Silberg, father

DR. BARRY SHAKTMAN, in Memory of
Sheldon Shaktman, father

JONI SHAMES, in Memory of
Joseph Schechter, father
Robert Schechter, brother
Bernard Shapiro, uncle
Meyer Shapiro, uncle

JORDAN SHAMES, in Memory of
Annette Shames, mother
Abraham Shames, father
Jerrold Shames, brother

MINOO SHAOUL, in Memory of
Moulod Safaei, mother
Nematollah Kohan, father
Pouran Moghavem, sister
Hertsel Kohan, brother

ABRAHAM SHAOUL AND FAMILY,
in Memory of
Yousef Ohebshalom, friend

ELIZABETH SHAOULPOUR, in Memory of
Pouran Rastegar Khalily, mother
David Khalily, father

LORI SHAPER, in Memory of
David Katz, father and grandfather
Sade Chairman, grandmother
Israel Chairman, grandfather
Irene Katz, grandmother
Irwin Katz, grandfather

MURRY SHAPER, in Memory of
Abe Shapero, father and grandfather
Sonia Shapero, grandmother
Meier Shapero, grandfather
Battia Hendler, grandmother
Shlomo Hendler, grandfather

MARCIA SHAPIRO, in Memory of
Dr. Herman Shapiro, husband
Yetta Schapiro, mother
Morris Schapiro, father
Barbara Schulster, sister
Sarah Shapiro, mother-in-law
Gershon Shapiro, father-in-law
Nora Zirkin, sister-in-law
Sylvia Shapiro, sister-in-law
Samuel Shapiro, brother-in-law

RONNIE SHATZKAMER
AND DOROTHY KAMINOWITZ,
in Memory of
Eugene Kaminowitz, father and husband

LARRY SHATZKAMER, in Memory of
Sheva Shatzkamer, mother
Ben Shatzkamer, father
Jack Shatzkamer, brother
AARON SLONIM, in Memory of
Marilyn Slonim, mother
Eugene Slonim, father
SUSAN SMITH, in Memory of
Herbert Cohen, father
DR. ARDEN SMITH, in Memory of
Ray Smith, mother
AI Smith, father
BETH STEPHENS SMITH, in Memory of
Dr. Roy Albert Stephens, father and
grandfather
NOAH SMITH, in Memory of
Hilda Sylvia Smith, mother and
grandmother
CAROL SMOLINSKY, in Memory of
Sara Grossman Brody, mother
Menachem Grossman, father
STEVEN SMOLINSKY, in Memory of
Jerome Smolinsky, father
RHODA SMOLOW, in Memory of
Dorothy Fleishaker, mother
Elenor Klein, grandmother
Joseph Klein, grandfather
Esther Fleishaker, grandmother
Abe Fleishaker, grandfather
CRAIG SMOLOW, in Memory of
Anna Smolow, grandmother
Philip Smolow, grandfather
Francis Hoffner, grandfather
SOFIA SOHAYEGH, in Memory of
Ayoub Farhadian, father
Yohanan Farhadian, grandfather
DAVID SOHAYEGH, in Memory of
Morad Sohayegh, father
JUDITH SOKOLOW, in Memory of
Chester Gerber, father
IRA SOKOLOW, in Memory of
David Sokolow, father
NORA SOLEIMANY, in Memory of
Victoria Saraf, mother
David Saraf, father
JAMSHID SOLEIMANY, in Memory of
Mahin Soleimany, mother
Yousef Soleimany, father
LOUISE SOLEYMANI, in Memory of
Parvin Sara Sedgh, mother
Khanbaba Sedgh, father
DR. YOSEF SOLEYMANI, in Memory of
Rouhi Soleymani, mother
Aghajan Soleymani, father
Yehuda Soleymani, brother
ELAINE SILBERGLAIT, in Memory of
Harry Silberglaite, husband
Mae Trebach, mother
Louis Trebach, father
Fanny Silberglaite, mother-in-law
Joseph Silberglaite, father-in-law
MAXINE AND BARRY SILBERSTEIN, in Memory of
Celia Simon, friend
MAXINE SILBERSTEIN, in Memory of
Betty Braut, mother
Louis Braut, father
BARRY SILBERSTEIN, in Memory of
Libie Silberstein, mother
Max Silberstein, father
BEA SILVERS, in Memory of
Mollie Gutstein, mother
Louis Gutstein, father
DR. FRED SILVERS, in Memory of
Beatrice Silverstein, mother
Morris Silverstein, father
Bernard Silverstein, brother
Eleanor Altesman, sister
Albert Altesman, brother-in-law
ELLYSE SILVERSTEIN, in Memory of
Rose Mazur, mother
Philip Mazur, father
RAINE AND STANLEY SILVERSTEIN, in Memory of
Chana Tilles, mother
Yankel Tilles, father
Chana Emuna Kule,
great-granddaughter
Nochem Zwierankin, grandfather
Israel Zwierankin, uncle
Sonia Silverstein, mother
Michael Silverstein, father
Leon Silverstein, brother
Mike Silverstein, brother
Philip Silverstein, uncle
Herbert Lipke, cousin
Leiba Rybak, friend
SHAHIN SIMINOU, in Memory of
Joseph Siminou, husband
Khorshid Harounian, mother
Mussa Harounian, father
Parvin Harounian Saleh, sister
Israel Siminou, father-in-law
PAUL SIMON, in Memory of
Caroline Simon, wife
Bertha Simon, mother
Abraham Simon, father
Blanche Steiner, sister
HOWARD SINGER, in Memory of
Sondra Singer, mother
Pearl Fisher, grandmother
Joseph Singer, grandfather
Steven Singer, brother
EVAN J. SPELFOGEL, in Memory of
Beverly Spelfogel-Tye, mother
Morris Spelfogel, father
Betty Spielman, sister
Sarah Kolenberg, mother-in-law
Isadore Kolenberg, father-in-law
Arthur Kolenberg, brother-in-law

ALYSSA SPIEL, in Memory of
Donald Broder, father

MICHAEL SPIEL, in Memory of
Sonja Spiel, mother

BARBARA SPUN, in Memory of
Rae Altschuler, mother
Harry Altschuler, father
Morris Altschuler, uncle
Wendy Wenglinsky, aunt
Lola Zigelman, aunt
Meyer Zigelman, uncle
Gordon Schwartz, brother-in-law

HOWARD SPUN, in Memory of
Anne Spunberg, mother
Max Spun, father
Nathan B. Spunberg, stepfather

LINDA STARK, in Memory of
Sigmund Iscowitz, father

DR. GARRY STARK, in Memory of
Alois Stark, father

DEANNA STECKER, in Memory of
Thelma Napp, grandmother
Sol Napp, grandfather
Fay Schindel, grandmother
Kalman Schindel, grandfather

RABBI HOWARD A. STECKER, in Memory of
Rowena Stecker, mother
Harold Stecker, father

SUSAN GOODSTEIN STEIN, in Memory of
Dr. Steven Goodstein, son
Dr. David Goodstein, late husband

DIANA STEIN, in Memory of
Sylvia K. Stein, mother
Hyman P. Stein, father

HELGA STEIN, in Memory of
Gerda Marcus, mother
George Marcus, father

WERNER A. STEIN, in Memory of
Gertrude Stein, mother
Arnold Stein, father

SANDY STEINBERG, in Memory of
Isadore Fruman, father

DR. MAURICE D. STEINBERG, in Memory of
Jennie Steinberg Brown, mother
Israel Steinberg, father

DR. CAROLEE SOLOF, in Memory of
Edith Solof, mother
Robert Solof, father
Jennie Nortman, grandmother
Morris Nortman, grandfather
Gussie Solof Gold, grandmother
Louis Solof, grandfather
Bernard Nortman, uncle
Arthur I. Nortman, uncle
Harry Nortman, cousin

VARDAL SOLOMON, in Memory of
Anna Davis, mother
Sydney A. Davis, father
Fanny Deouell, grandmother
Yona Deouell, grandfather
Rose Davis, grandmother
Leo Davis, grandfather
Mitzi Weiss, aunt

ALAN SOLOMON, in Memory of
Cora F. Solomon, mother
Sheldon J. Solomon, father
Michael L. Solomon, brother

EVELYNE SOMEKH, in Memory of
Dr. Emile Somekh, husband
Mouzli Darwish, mother
Salman Darwish, father
David Darwish, brother
Mayer Haim Darwish, brother
Joyce Hakim, cousin
Akraim Darwish, cousin
Daisy Gabbay, sister-in-law

CINDY AND HAROLD SOSHNICK, in Memory of
Lauren Beth Soshnick, daughter

HAROLD SOSHNICK, in Memory of
Jack Soshnick, father

MITRA SOOFERIAN, in Memory of
Nahideh Rahimi, mother

OSSIE MOGILNIK-SPECTOR, in Memory of
Jakob Mogilnik, father
Asna Moginik, grandmother
David Mogilnik, grandfather
Freida Bass, grandmother
Abraham Bass, grandfather

DOUGLAS SPECTOR, in Memory of
Dana Spector-Kimmel, sister

JANET AND DR. JOSEPH K. SPECTOR, in Memory of
Dana Spector-Kimmel, daughter

DR. DANIELA SPECTOR, in Memory of
Lebu Cali Katz Cristian, father
Rasela Cru, grandmother
Joseph Katz, uncle

JUVAL SPECTOR, in Memory of
Zehava Genis, grandmother
Aviel Shami, friend
SIMA TAEID, in Memory of
Nourollah Fouladian, father
ELIAS TAEID, in Memory of
Maliheh Taeid, mother
Yosef Taeid, father
Aghajan Taeid, uncle
SHAHRAM TAEID, in Memory of
Maliheh Taeid, mother
Yosef Taeid, Father
Aghajan Taeid, Uncle
EMILY TAITZ, in Memory of
Sylvia Siegel, mother
Max Siegel, father
Marian A. Firestone, sister
ISAAC TAITZ, in Memory of
Adina Taitz, mother
Shalom Taitz, father
BERNICE TANENBAUM, in Memory of
Celia Belmont, mother
Louis Belmont, father
Shirley Ruth Belmont, sister
JOSEPH TANENBAUM, in Memory of
Augusta Tanenbaum, mother
Solomon Tanenbaum, father
Bertha Fiedler, sister
Henry Fiedler, brother-in-law
Esther Glick, aunt
DR. FRANCES AND RICHARD TANEY, in Memory of
Genelle Taney, daughter
DR. FRANCES TANEY, in Memory of
Marilyn Halpern, mother
Joseph Halpern, father
RICHARD TANEY, in Memory of
Joseph Feigenbaum, father
IRENE TANNENHOLTZ-MARCUS, in Memory of
William Bernard Marcus, husband
Tillie Tannenholtz, mother
Jacob Meyer Tannenholtz, father
Ethel Dell, sister
Harry Tannenholtz, brother
BEN-ZION TARTAK, in Memory of
Abe Tartak, father
DEBORAH TARTELL, in Memory of
David Rosen, father
DR. JAY TARTELL, in Memory of
Paul Tartell, father
FRANK TEHRANI AND MICHAEL TERRANI, in Memory of
Mazal Tehrani, mother
Khalil Tehrani, father
BUDDY, JACK AND JANET TEICH, in Memory of
Mary Teich, mother
Joseph Teich, father
Edwin Teich, brother
DOROTHY STEINMAN, in Memory of
Sarah Baum, mother
Isidore Baum, father
Ruth Cohen, sister
Gladys Levin, sister
BERTRAM STEINMAN, in Memory of
Sadie Steinman, mother
Murray Steinman, father
DENISE STERN, JOAN LEVY, RITA MOSER, AND FLORETTA SHAASHUA, in Memory of
Jerry Ungar, mother
William Ungar, father
Abraham Schweitzer, grandfather
Anna Schweitzer, grandmother
Fanny Ungar, grandmother
Michael Ungar, grandfather
Diane Tetove, aunt
Herman Ungar, uncle
Samuel Schweitzer, uncle
George Ungar, uncle
BEVERLY STERNLIEB, in Memory of
Alan M. Sternlieb, husband
Sarah Goldfarb, mother
Abraham Goldfarb, father
Joseph Goldfarb, brother
Etta Sternlieb, mother-in-law
Herman Sternlieb, father-in-law
GERALDINE C. STERNSTEIN, in Memory of
Rabbi Joseph Sternstein, husband, father, grandfather and Popop
Rachel Grodin, daughter
Alice Cohen, mother
Abraham Cohen, father
Abraham Schweitzer, grandfather
Irwin Strongwater, mother
Irwin Strongwater, father
RABBI ROBERT SUMMERS, in Memory of
Sherman Summers, mother
Rebecca Sherman, grandmother
Harry Sherman, grandfather
PERRY TREBATCH, in Memory of
Debbie Trebatch, wife
Samuel Trebatch, father
BARBARA TUCKER, in Memory of
Sarah Tuchmintz, mother
Morris Tuchmintz, father
BETSY TUCKER, in Memory of
Edna Kogan, mother
George Kogan, father
HENRY TUCKER, in Memory of
Sara Tucker, mother
Richard Tucker, father

EILEEN UNGER, in Memory of
Margaret Schneider, mother
JOSEPH UNGER, in Memory of
Nathan Unger, father
EDITH USDAN, in Memory of
David Usdan, husband
Fannie Engel, mother
Benjamin Engel, father
Yetta Usdan, mother-in-law
William Usdan, father-in-law
Irving J. Usdan, brother-in-law
Leon Usdan, brother-in-law
Ira Usdan, brother-in-law
Herman Usdan, brother-in-law

ORLY VICTORY, in Memory of
Dr. Martin Schlein, father
EBI VICTORY, in Memory of
Azizolah Victory, father
ALLEN VOGEL, in Memory of
Abraham Vogel, father
MAXINE VOGEL, in Memory of
Betty Horowitz, mother
Harry Horowitz, father
Phoebe Maurer, sister
Herbert Maurer, brother-in-law
Martin Horowitz, brother
Clara Horowitz, sister-in-law
Martin Ikenson

MIRIAM TEITELBAUM, in Memory of
Meyer Teitelbaum, husband
Gertrude Kleinbaum, mother
Louis Kleinbaum, father
Sidney Kleinbaum, brother
Pearl Stetiner, grandmother
Israel Stetiner, grandfather
Rose Stetiner, aunt
Hyman Stetiner, uncle
Anna Teitelbaum, mother-in-law
Louis Teitelbaum, father-in-law
Hilda Mintz, sister-in-law
Max Mintz, brother-in-law
Freda Liberman, sister-in-law
Harry Teitelbaum, brother-in-law
Joseph Teitelbaum, brother-in-law
Abe Teitelbaum, brother-in-law
Ann Teitelbaum, sister-in-law
Evelyn Teitelbaum, sister-in-law

RONNA TELSEY, in Memory of
Ruth Jacobi, mother
Sidney Jacobi, father
Rose Shulberg, great-grandmother
Celia Shilane, aunt
Rae Salwen, great-aunt
Irving Salwen, great-uncle

DR. BERNARD TELSEY, in Memory of
Etta Telsey, mother
Dr. Jacob Telsey, father
ELISE TEPPER, in Memory of
Leona Cricchio, mother
Paul Cricchio, father

MARVIN TEPPER, in Memory of
Rebecca Tepper, mother
Jacob Tepper, father

DR. ELLENMORRIS TIEGERMAN, in Memory of
Morris Jacobs, father
Esther Levy, grandmother
Sophie Jacobs, grandmother
Victor Jacobs, grandfather
Rose Jacobs, aunt
Sophie Namer, aunt

SUSAN TILLEM, in Memory of
Marvin Kurfurst, father
JONATHAN TILLEM, in Memory of
Joseph Tillem, father
KAREN TORKAN, in Memory of
Nadji Azizfard, father

MARILYN TORODASH, in Memory of
Bernard Frank, father

DR. ROBERTA TRACHTMAN, in Memory of
Vivian Schultz, mother
Bernard Schultz, father
Katie Schultz, grandmother
STEVEN TRACHTMAN, in Memory of
Sarah Trachtman, mother
Max Trachtman, father
SHOHREH WAXMAN, in Memory of
Dr. Haghnazar Kashanian, father
Touran Missaghian, grandmother
Monavar Missaghian, grandmother
Aziz Kashanian, grandfather
HILLEL WAXMAN, in Memory of
Dr. Ruth Waxman, mother
Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, father
Sarah Waxman, grandmother
Dr. Meyer Waxman, grandfather
Bertha Bilgray, grandmother
Chaim S. Bilgray, grandfather
Naomi Perlman, aunt
Dr. Mark Perlman, uncle
RICHARD WEBER, in Memory of
Marion Weber, mother
MARILYN AND DR. ALAN WECKSELL
in Memory of
Joel Grossman, brother-in-law
Marilyn Wecksell, in Memory of
William Ball, father
DR. ALAN WECKSELL, in Memory of
Anne Wecksell, mother
Irving Wecksell, father
Eileen Wecksell, sister
CLARA, ELLIOT AND ERIC WEINBERG,
in Memory of
Sanford I. Weinberg, husband and father
Helen C. Weinberg, grandmother
Martin B. Weinberg, grandfather
EFFIE APELAST WEINBERG, in Memory of
Norbert Weinberg, husband
Dorothy Schwartz, mother
Alexander Schwartz, father
JACK WEINBERGER, in Memory of
Barbara Weinberger, wife
Bertha Weinberger, mother
Henry Weinberger, father
Leah Suderver, aunt
Ray Mankin, mother-in-law
Martin Mankin, father-in-law
JEFFREY WEINBERGER, in Memory of
Leah Suderver, mother
DR. JOEL WEINBERGER, in Memory of
Morris Weinberger, father
IRENE WACHTER KAHN, in Memory of
Gary Wachter, husband
Bertha Oberstein, mother
Joseph Oberstein, father
Steven Oberstein, brother
Sylvia Wachter, mother-in-law
Ben Wachter, father-in-law
ELSIE WALLENS, in Memory of
Stanley Wallens, husband
Fannie Fischer, mother
Geza Fischer, father
Sadie Wolinsky, mother-in-law
Louis Wolinsky, father-in-law
DR. WILLIAM WARNER, in Memory of
Kay Warner, mother
Floyd Warner, father
ADELE WARREN, in Memory of
Willard Warren, husband
Jeanette Goltman, mother
Charles Goltman, father
David M. Goltman, brother
Rebecca Warren, mother-in-law
Morris Warren, father-in-law
LOIS PLITT WARREN, in Memory of
Murray Plitt, father
JACK WARREN, in Memory of
Albert Warren, father
Michael Warren, brother
DANIEL AND JONATHAN WARREN,
in Memory of
Albert Warren, grandfather
Murray Plitt, grandfather
HELENE WASSERMAN, in Memory of
Irwin Reich, father
Anna Reinstein, grandmother
Morris Reinstein, grandfather
Howard Reinstein, uncle
EVE KELLER, in Memory of
Dr. Marvin Keller, father
DAVID WAXMAN, in Memory of
Dr. Ruth Waxman, mother
Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, father
Sarah Waxman, grandmother
Dr. Meyer Waxman, grandfather
Bertha Bilgray, grandmother
Chaim S. Bilgray, grandfather
LISA WEST, in Memory of
Max Fogel, father
Louis Fogel, brother
ANDREW WEST, in Memory of
Maurice West, father
JOYCE WESTON, in Memory of
Emma Scheiner, mother
Edward Scheiner, father
Andrew Scheiner, brother
Pauline Liebling, grandmother
Philip Liebling, grandfather
Dora Scheiner, grandmother
Morris Scheiner, grandfather
Isabel Liebling, aunt
Sam Scheiner, uncle
Edward B. Shire, uncle
Raymond Liebling, uncle
BURTON S. WESTON, in Memory of
Beverly Weston, mother
Mac Weston, father
Jeffrey Weston, brother Sophie
Weinstein, grandmother
Sam Weinstein, grandfather
Ida Sharkey, grandmother
Alexander Sharkey, grandfather
Melvin Sharkey, uncle
(Francis) Sharkey, aunt
LIBBY SUGARMAN WESTON, in Memory of
Herbert I. Sugarman, husband
Lewis M. Weston, husband
Stuart Roth, son
Esther Parris, mother
Harry Parris, father
Fannie Weinstein, mother-in-law
Jacob Weinstein, father-in-law
SYLVIA WIENER, in Memory of
Dr. Murray Wiener, husband
Esther Rosen, mother
Isidore Rosen, father
Dr. Zelig A. Rosen, brother
Jay Herbert Rosen, M.D., brother
Benjamin Wiener, father-in-law
ADRIENNE DAMAST WILSON, in Memory of
Arlynn Wilson, daughter
Florence Damast, mother
Abraham Damast, father
Ida Schneider, grandmother
Sam Schneider, grandfather
Rachel Damast, grandmother
Reverend Sane Damast, grandfather
DR. SEAN WILSON AND DR. ADAM WILSON, in Memory of
Arlynn Wilson, sister
Florence Damast, grandmother
Abraham Damast, grandfather
ANDREA K. WEINER, in Memory of
Samuel Kaufman, father
SARA WEINER, in Memory of
Rebecca Baltinester Jungreis, mother
Jacob Jungreis, father
RONALD WEINER, in Memory of
Ely Weiner, father
DR. DANIEL WEINSTEIN, in Memory of
Carol Weinstein, mother
BARBARA WEISEN, in Memory of
Stephen Weisen, husband and father
Charlotte Friedman, mother
Martin Friedman, father
EDITH WEISFELD, in Memory of
Rose Krumholz, mother
Benjamin Krumholz, father
NORMAN WEISFELD, in Memory of
Lola Weisfeld, mother
David Weisfeld, brother
LEONARD J. WEISS, in Memory of
Marcia Weiss, wife
Mary Weiss, mother
Solomon Israel Weiss, father
Lillian Perlin, mother-in-law
LORRAINE WEISSBACH, in Memory of
Dr. Herbert Weissbach, husband
Robert Weissbach, son
Sarah Hodes, mother
Philip Hodes, father
Dora Weissbach, mother-in-law
Sidney Weissbach, father-in-law
Phyllis Weissbach, sister-in-law
DWIGHT WEISSMAN, in Memory of
Jacob Weissman, father
DR. GIL WEITZMAN, in Memory of
Isaac Weitzman, father
HOWARD WEITZMAN, in Memory of
Faye Weitzman, mother and
grandmother
William Weitzman, father and
grandfather
BRACHA WERBER, in Memory of
Leah Pfeffer Gottfried, mother
Moshe Yaakov Gottfried, father
MARTIN WERBER, in Memory of
Jacob Werber, father
MILDRED WERBER, in Memory of
Jacob Werber, husband
Joseph Drezner, father
GAIL ZAHLER, in Memory of
   Annette Fischer, mother
   Louis S. Fischer, father
   Ruth Silverstein, aunt
JEFFREY ZAHLER, in Memory of
   Murray Zahler, father
   Mary Zahler, grandmother
   Sigmund Zahler, grandfather
   Sarah Horowitz, grandmother
   Nathan Horowitz, grandfather
STUART ZANDER, in Memory of
   Ruth Zander, loving mother and grandfather
   Lester Zander, loving father and grandfather
DAVID, JENNIFER AND JONATHAN ZARIN, in Memory of
   Eileen Zarin, mother
   Harriet Rivlin Schwartz, grandmother
   Milton Ira Schwartz, grandfather
   Martha Rivlin, great-grandmother
   Samuel Rivlin, great-grandfather
   Gussie Schwartz, great-grandmother
   Samuel Schwartz, great-grandfather
MURRAY ZARIN, in Memory of
   Florence Zarin, wife
CHARLOTTE ZAVON, in Memory of
   Norton H. Zavon, husband
   Anna Friedman, mother
   Joseph Friedman, father
   Sybil Gottlieb, sister
   Mordecai Friedman, brother
   Lee Pulerwitz, aunt
   Marian Friedman, aunt
   Milton Friedman, uncle
   Ruth Zavon, mother-in-law
   Sol L. Zavon, father-in-law
MARTIN ZELMAN, in Memory of
   Florence Zelman, wife
   Gitel Zelman, mother
   Isaac Zelman, father
   Sarah Bakesef, mother-in-law
   Yisroel Bakesef, father-in-law
KATHRIN ZELOUF, in Memory of
   Yousef Zelout, husband

SHERRY POLEN-WOLF, in Memory of
   Mila Salholz, mother
   Mordecai Goldfeld, father
   Joseph Malkin, uncle
   Henry Malkin, uncle
HARRY WOLF, in Memory of
   Katalin Wolf, wife
   Hedwig Wolf, mother
RABBI CARL WOLKIN, in Memory of
   Rebecca Wolkin Zelermyer, mother
   Paul Wolkin, father
REBECCA WOTMAN, in Memory of
   Rabbi Alexander Goldstein, father
DANIEL WOTMAN, in Memory of
   Paul Wotman, brother
ELEANORE WURTZEL, in Memory of
   Dr. Irene Katz, mother
   Erich Katz, father
ROBERT WURTZEL, in Memory of
   Samuel Wurtzel, father

JACK YACHBES, in Memory of
   Diane Yachbes, mother
SHAHRAM YAFEH, in Memory of
   Samuel Yafeh, father
EVA YARETT, in Memory of
   Dr. Jerome W. Yarett, husband
   Ida Adler, mother
   Joseph Adler, father
   Celia Yaretzky, mother-in-law
   Louis Yaretzky, father-in-law
LORI YEGANEH, in Memory of
   Herbert Weisman, father
MAIER YEGANEH, in Memory of
   Eafat Niknam, mother
   Roeben Yeganeh, father
MOEIZ YEGANEH, in Memory of
   Eafat Niknam, mother
   Roeben Yeganeh, father
JACKLIN YOUDIM, in Memory of
   Farideh Beroukhim, mother
   Elyahou Beroukhim, father
   Bahman Beroukhim, brother
BEN YOUDIM, in Memory of
   Farangis Youdim, mother
   Samuel Youdim, father
LINDA B. ZUCKERBROD, in Memory of
Ruth Bruck, mother
Milton Bruck, father
EDWARD R. ZUCKERBROD, in Memory of
Milton Zuckerbrod, father
MICHAEL ZULLER, in Memory of
Harriet Zuller, mother
Norman Zuller, father
Ruth Zuller, grandmother
Anna Gunin, grandmother
Louis Gunin, grandfather
RANDI ZULLER, in Memory of
Harriet Zuller, mother
Norman Zuller, father
Ruth Zuller, grandmother
Anna Gunin, grandmother
Louis Gunin, grandfather
AMY ZIEGELBAUM, in Memory of
Benjamin Ziegelbaum, son
Dr. Arthur Feinberg, father
Marion Newman, grandmother
Morris Newman, grandfather
MATTIAW AND JONATHAN
ZIEGELBAUM, in Memory of
Benjamin Ziegelbaum, brother
Sylvia Ziegelbaum, grandmother
Abraham Ziegelbaum, grandfather
WENDY CARNEL, in Memory of
Hattie Bluth, grandmother
Max Bluth, grandfather
DR. MICHAEL ZIEGELBAUM, in Memory of
Benjamin Ziegelbaum, son
Sylvia Ziegelbaum, mother
Abraham Ziegelbaum, father
Bertha Wenzel, aunt
William Wenzel, uncle
Maurice Wenzel, uncle
DAVID ZIELENSZGER, in Memory of
Eric W. Zielenziger, father
RUTH W. ZIELENSZGER, in Memory of
Eric W. Zielenziger, husband
Lola Herrmann, mother
Leo Herrmann, father
Hadassah Lifshitz, sister
Lilly Zielenziger, mother-in-law
Kurt Zielenziger, father-in-law
JOYCE ZIMMERMAN, in Memory of
Pearl Schneider, mother
Irving Schneider, father
Mollie Katz, grandmother
MICHAEL ZIMMERMAN, in Memory of
Evelyn Levy, grandmother
Irving Levy, grandfather
Rudolph Zimmerman, great uncle
BETTY ZIMMERMAN, in Memory of
Frank Zimmerman, husband
Nechama Alpert, sister
NOMY ZINGHER, in Memory of
Frida Weissman, mother
Avraham ben Natan-Weissman, father
EDY ZINGHER, in Memory of
Frieda Zingher, mother
Carol Zingher, father
DOUGLAS L. ZINN, in Memory of
Eleanore Zinn, mother
Oscar Zinn, father
Harold W. Zinn, brother
Richard M. Zinn, brother
Rose Friedman, grandmother
Benjamin Friedman, grandfather
Leah Zinn, grandmother
Eisig Zinn, grandfather
ILLUSTRATION ON BACK COVER:

Jewish Burial Plaque, marble, Roman Catacombs, 3rd-4th century, Collection of the Jewish Museum. Inscription: “Aurelia Protogenia set up (this stone) to Aurelia Quintilla, her dearest nother, who lived sixty years, five months; in grateful memory.”
AVRELIA PROTOGENIA AVRQVINTILLE MTRI KARISSIME QVE VIXIT ANNIS SIX MVBAA TOSVIT

TEMPLE ISRAEL OF GREAT NECK